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SAMPO, A FORTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF GAMMA
SPECTRA FROM Ge(Li) DETECTORS, AND FOR OTHER SPECTRA WITH PEAKS

Jorma T. Routti

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

October 20, 1969

ABSTRACT

SAMPO is a Fortran IV program written to perform the data- reduc-

tion analysis described by J. T. Routti and S. G. Prussin in Photopeak

Method for the Cornputer Analysis of Gamma-Ray Spectra from Semicon-

ductor Detectors, Nuclear Instruments and Methods 72, 125-142 (1969).

The code has also been used to analyze other spectra with peaks and con-

tinua.

Program SAMPO can be used for an automatic off-line or an inter-

active on-line analysis. It includes algorithms for line-shape, energy,

and efficiency calibrations, and peak-search and peak-fitting routines.

Different options are available to make the code applicable to accurate

nuclear spectroscopic work as well as to routine data reduction. The

mathematical methods and their coding are briefly described. Instruc-

tions for using the program and for preparing input data are given and

the optimal strategies for running the code are discussed. Instructions

are given for using the LRL program library version of SAMPO and for

obtaining source decks.

L INTRODUCTION

In earlier reports we described a

II Photopeak Method for the Computer Analysis

of Gamma-Ray Spectra from Semiconductor

Detectors. II 1, 2 Simultaneou.sly with the de-

velopment of the analysis methods we wrote
-',

a Fortran IV program SAMPO"- to perform the

computations. The code includes algorithms

for autolTI.atic peak-search and peak-fitting

routines, as well as for line-shape, energy,

and efficiency calibrations. Many options

have been included to make the code applicable

to accurate nuclear sp(~ctr()scopy work or to

routine data reduction. The prograrn has been

designed prin1.arily for an off-line analysis,

but can be also run in an interactive on-line

mode employing cathode - ray-tube (CRT) dis-

play and teletype input and output.

Program. SAMPO has been used exten-

sively at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

in Berkeley for the last few years to analyze

gamma-spectral data, including some of great

complexity.3-5 The code was developed with

CDc-6600 computers, but has been success-

fully run also at other centers with different

computer s.

The present version of the code includes

adequate options for most tasks in spectrum
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analysis. Some of the options for constrained

fitting have not yet been incorporated in the

general purpose version; similarly, improve-

ments in speed may be obtained through further

optimization of the algorithms. Because of

wide interest expressed in the analysis methods

and the program, this report is prepared at

this time to serve the users of the code not

only at LRL but also at other laboratories.

For detailed explanations of the mathe-

matical methods employed the reader is re-

ferred to the original reports by Routti and

Prussin.2 A brief summary of these is given

in Section 2. The structure of the code is dis-

cus sed in Section 3, where we also include

comments on restrictions and possible modifi-

cations of the program. The uniform format

data input is explained in Section 4. Optimal

ways of running the code are discussed in

Section 5 and input examples are given. Fin-

ally, instructions for using the LRL program

library version of SAMPO and information for

obtaining the source decks are given in Sec-

tion 6.

The functional form used to describe the

peak shape has been designed primarily for

the analysis of '(-ray spectra measured with

Ge(Li) detectors. The analysis method has

been found applicable also to electron spec-

tra 4 and simple '( -ray spectra measured with

NaI(Tl) detectors. As such. or with a modi-

fied representation of the line-shape function.

the method and program SAMPO should be

applicable to a wide range of spectroscopy

problems in which the interpretation is based

on the analysis of single or multiple peaks.

2. ANALYSIS METHODS

The purpose of the analysis is to deter-

mine in a 'I-ray spectrum, measured with a

Ge (Li) detector and a multichannel pulse-

height analyzer. the exact channel locations

and areas of photopeaks. the energies and in-

tensities of the corresponding '( rays. and the
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statistical and calibration uncertainties of

these quantities. The analysis is based upon

the study of photopeaks in the spectrum. These

may be single peaks or clusters of peaks

(called multiplets) on the continuum due to the

Compton continua ofhigher-energy lines and

the general counting background. There is no

difference between the. analyses of full-energy

and escape peaks. In Fig. 1 we show a '(-ray

spectrum used in input and output examples

that follow; it is a partial spectrum of a
177m .

Lu source, charactenzed generally by

good statistics and several multiplets of varying

complexity.

The essential quantities of each peak--

that is, the exact channel location and peak

area together with their statistical uncertain-

tie s - - are determined by fitting the section of

measured spectrum in the least-squares sense.

by using internally calibrated analytical func-

tions to represent the peak shapes. This ap-

proach give s much better stability and accu-

racy of the results than fitting the data with

Gaussian functions. especially with poor sta-

tistics and complex multiplets, and reduce s

the computing time significantly. In the fol-

lowing we briefly summarize the formalism

for the line - shape calibrations and peak fit-

ting. as well as for automatic peak search and

selection of fitting intervals, and energy and

efficiency calibrations.

The input of program SAM PO is de signed

around special data-control cards which are

identified by English code words. The pro-

gram input is discus sed in detail in Sections

4 and 5; however, to initially familiarize the

reader with these input options we refer

briefly to the appropriate code words when

i
- I

.- "

- ;

i

describing different parts of the analysis in

this section.
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177mLu partial gamma-ray spectrum
Ge (Li) detector (t cm2 x 5mm)

with FET preamplifier
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Fig. 1. Partial '(-ray spectrum of 177mLu counted with 1 cm2 X 0.5 cm
Ge(Li) detector with field-effect-transistor preamplifier. This spec-
trum is used in examples of the subsequent analysis.
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Data Plotting Code words DATAGRAPH
DATAPLOT
DATATV

In the analysis of complex '{-ray spectra

itismandatory to have some means of pre-

senting the spectral data in a graphical way.

In the following analysis with program

SAMPO we display also the results in a graph-

ical form, either as printer plots, computer

drawings, or CRT pictures. The graphical

representation is particularly useful in an in-

teractive analysis where the user may exer-

cise his judgment and aid the program with

difficult case s, if required.

To start the analysis, a plot of the spec-

trun1. (if not already available) can be obtained

as a computer plot as shown (with some elab-

oration) in Fig. 1 (DATAPLOT). A less pre-

cise printer graph of the spectrum or a part

of it is often sufficient. SAMPO code includes

options for logarithmic or linear printer

graphs of the spectral data, such as shown in

Fig. 2 (DA T AGRAPH). In the on-line analysis,

plots (similar to Fig. 1) of sections of the

spectrum under analysis are displayed on a

CRT (DATATV).

Peak-Shape
Calibrations

Code words SHAPEDO
SHAPEIN
CALDATA
OPTIONS

The peak shape is approximated by an

analytical function that consists of a Gaussian

with provisions for tailing on both low- and

high energy-energy sides" The degree of

tailing is defined by the distance from the

peak centroid to a point at which the Gaussian

is extended by a simple exponential so that the

function and its first derivative are continuous.

In this representation the peak shape is de-

fined by three parameters - -the width of the

Caussian, and the distanc<'s fronl the centroid

to the junction points, all in units of channels.

Figure 3 shows a number of such peak shapes

, .!.
I

on a constant continuum. The width param-

eter is the same for all curves and only the tailing

parameter is varied; the same curves are drawn

-4- UCRL-i94S2

on both semilogarithmic and linear scales.

The Gaus sian-plus -exponential repre-

sentation of the shape function for photopeaks

has the characteristic that the defining shape

parameters vary smoothly with energy and

therefore the values of these parameters for

any line in a spectrum may be found by inter-

polation between neighboring lines. For this

purpose, intense and well-isolated lines are

used as internal calibrations, and their shape

, .

paramete rs are defined by fitting with the

function described and a straight-line approx-

imation for the background continua. This is

performed by minimizing the weighted sum of

the squares,

2
X

k+m

2:
i=k-1

(ni - fi)2
n.

1
(1 )

where i =channel number,

n. = counts in channel i,
1

k = approximate center channel of the

peak,

1,m = channels specifying the fitting in-

te rval. .

[

(i - p 4)2

]
fi =Pi + P2(1-P4) + P3 exp --z .,

2PS

f 2<"< +
2

orP4-P6-1-P4 P7'

[

2
(

. 2

]
-' P6 2i-2P4+P6j ,

fi - Pi + P2(1-P4) + P3 exp 2
2 Ps

f.
1

for i < p 2
. 4 -P6 '

0 PI + P2(i-P4) + P3 'exp IP~(2P4 _2i+P~
][ 2 2 '

for i > p + 2 Ps4 P7'

The minimization is performed with respect

to the parameters p., j = 1 through 7, which
J

have the following interpretations:

Pt = constant in the continuum approxi-
mation,

P2 =slope in the continuum approxima-
tion,

P3 =height of the Gaus sian,



Fig. 3. Line-shape functions with various
degrees of tailing.The Gaussian is ex-
tendedwith an exponentialat c so that the
function and the slope are continuous. The
same curves are drawn on logarithmic and
linear scales. .
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$$$$$$$$$$ NEXT CONTROL CARD =DATAGRAPH - , 2,000f+00 10000F+03 10100E+03 1,010E+02- ,
x 4,01000E+02=YMIN LOGARITHMIC SCALE YMAX= 3'49950E'04
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Fig. 2. Printer graph of spectrum shown in Fig. 1, showing
every second channel between 1000 and 1100 on a semiloga-
rithmic scale.
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P4 = centroid of the Gaus sian,

P5 = width of the Gaus sian

(FWHM = 2.355 P5)'

p~ = distance in channels to lower junc-

tion point,

p~ =distance in channels to higher

junction point.

The straight-line approximation for the con-

tinuum under the peak is chosen to stabilize

the solution of tailing parameters, and for the

same reason these parameters are forced to

be positive by being squared.

The minimization of the sum in Eq. (1)

is performed by subprogram V ARMIT, which

is an iterative gradient algorithm with variable
0 6 Th o. 2. d o

metrIC. IS routine uses X ' Its gra lent

in the parameter space, and the inverse of its

second-derivative matrix. The first two

quantities are calculated for each iteration

step and the third is constructed during the

minimization by the method of successive ap-

proximations. All this information is used to

predict the size and direction of the next itera-

tion step. In addition to the best values for
2 .

X and the parameters, the results include a

good approximation to the complete error

matrix for calculating errors in different

parameters. The minimization is terminated

when all the components of the next step are

less than 10-8, or if four succeeding values

of X 2 are the same, or if 100 iterations have

been completed.. To obtain good initial

guesses for the tailed fit, the data are first

fitted with a Gaus sian with no tailing options.

Figure 4 shows the results as printed

out by SAMPO for a peak-shape calibration

fit (SHAPEDO). The upper part of the figure
shows numerical information of the initial

Cau,s sian and the subsequent fit with the tailing

options. The final fit is also shown as a semi-

logarithmic printer graph displaying the orig-

inal data points, the fitted function, and the

fitted continuum. These functions are also

-6 - UCRL-194S2

listed as a function of the channel number, to-

gethe r with the re siduals in the fit. Th ere -

siduals are the differences between the data

and the calculated points measured in units of

standard deviations of the data, r. =(n. -f.)/ .}"il;.
1 1 1 1

Below the graph are printed the sum of the

data points and the sum of calculated points

above the fitted continuum. The shape-calibra-

tion parameters obtained are also shown below

the graph; these are related to the parameters

in the fit as the channel location CP = P4' the

lower tailing parameter CL ::: p~, the higher

tailing parameter CH = p~, and the width pa-

rameter CW = PS' These parameters are

stored from each shape -calibration fit. The

line shape in any part of the spectrum is then

defined by interpolating the shape parameters

linearly with respect to the channel numbers.

The number of calibration fits required de-

pends on the total energy range of the spectrum.

When enough strong single lines are available

we generally use one for each interval of about

100 to 200 keY in the spectrum. It is strongly

recommended that the user check the behavior

of the shape parameters by plotting them as a

function of channel numbers.

Note that the fitting interval needs to be

wide enough to include the tails; however, it

should not be so wide as to make the assump-

tion of linearity of the continuum unreasonable.

Note also that when a tailing parameter gets

large compared with the width parameter it

indicates a small degree of tailing and the ac-

curacy of the value is of small significance.

It should 'also be remembered that some peaks,

such as the positron annihilation peak at 511

keV, have shapes which do not follow the gen-

erally smooth variation of the shape parameters

as a function of the channel number. The

linear interpolation between adjacent calibra-

tion points enables us to use proper \T~lues for

these peaks as well, whenever their locations

in the spectrum are known.



$$$$$$$$$$ NEXT CONTROL CARD = SHAPEDO 7.020E+02 6.R80F+02 7.130f.+02- .

RUN NU"'BER=GE-ECALIRRATION FIT GAUSSIANWTTH EXPONENTI~LTAILS
RUN NUMBER ANn INUICATIVE DATA
GE-E LU-177M o-sOO KEV 15S0 CH
GAUSSIAN FTT PARAM.: PEAK HEIGHT
INITIAL GUFSSES = 1.828E+05
INITIAL F OR CHISQR= 9'766E+04
INITIAL GRAnIFNT = -1.150E-00 6.366E+04 -2.877E-05
FINAL F OR CHTSQR = 1.0102AE+03-0R-8.00355E-ll
FINAL PARAMFTFRS = 1.824E+05 7.016£+02 2.305E-00
FINAL GRADIFNT = -1.501£-09 9.589£-°5 3.109E-05
TAllEn GAUSS.PARAM.= CONT.CONST. CONI.SlOPF PEAK HEIGHT
INITIALGUESSES '" 7.2~7F-n3 -1.583£-02 1.824E-05

-7-

1.000E+00- .

CHANNEL NUMAER= 702

-0 -0

-1.06~E+01

4/20/~6
PEAK CENTR. GAUS.WIDTH CONT.CONST. CONT.SLOPE

7.020E+02 1.800E+00 6.868E+0] -1.1~7E-02

2.480E+Ol

7.267E+03 -1.583E+02
4.233E-09 -3.754f.-07

GAUSS.WIDTHLOWWTAIL HIGH TAIL PEAK CENTROID
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2.6 8.17E+03 I *
1.5 8.04E+03 1 *

-1.6 7.91E+03 I
-4.2 7.791':.03 I

.3 7.~6E+03 I
4.6 7.53E.03 . I
4.87.40E+03 1

-2.4 7.2AE+03 I
-3.1 7.15E+03 I
-4.6 7.02F.+03 1

2.4 6.A9F..03 I
3.1 6.77E+03 I
2.3 ~.A4E+03 T
-.1 6.51F..03 I
-.7 6.3AE+03 T

-4.6 6.~~E.03 I
-1.9 6.13E.n3 I
-.4 ~.00E+03 I
-1.0 5.A7F.+03 I~

.6 5.75E+03 $
1.9 5.62E.03 (.
1.2 "'.49E+03 $
SYMROl~ I: CONTINUUM

SU~OATA= 1.064355E+06SUMCALC"

CHAN.
f,88
689
~90
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
70S
H6
707
70B
709
710
711
712
713

. .

.+

. -

= OAIA +" FIT
1.0MIBlr:.06

* '" .ANO-

SH~PE CAlIRRATION RESULTS

CHI/OEG.FREF = 9.153E-00 SIGMA'"
CP = 701.649 .OR- .006
Cl '" 3.916 +OR- .034
CH = 60.521 .OR- 2.381
CW = 2.28~ +OR- .005

3.0;>0:;

. .

.-

( = lAND+ ) " lAND. $ " IAND.AND.

Fig. 4. Printed results of a shape-calibration fit. The upper
part shows numerical results of the Gaussian and the tailed
function, and the lower part a printer graph of the fit and
the resulting shape parameters.

The results of a shape-calibration fit

can be used directly for energy and efficiency

calibrations as well; for the required data

cards consult Section 4.

The shape-calibration results can nor-

rnally be obtained from the spectrum to be

analyzed. This calibration needs to be done

only once for each experimental setup, and

for later runs the parameters may be read

into the program (SHAPEIN). The ease of

the s e internal calibration procedures and the

fact that no special calibration data are nor-

1550

. .

*

DATA
8.502E.03
8.501F+03
8.674F.03
8.742r:+03
8.991E+03
9.406E.03
1.033E.04

1.276E-04
1.9241':+04
3.21HE-04
5.996F.04
1.004!':.05
1.477F..05
1.816E.05

1.896F+05
1.624E.OS
1.15BE+05
6.927E-04
3.6281'".04

1.752E.04
9.81SE-03
7.008E+03
6.026E+03
5.831E.03
5.769E+03
5.584F.03

UCRL - 19452 - - - -

FIT
8.707E-03
8.612E+03
8.552E-03
8.568E+03
8.744E.03
9.260E-03
1.049E-04
1.324E+04
1.921E.04
3.198E-04
5.878E-04
1.012E.05
1.488E.05
1.836E.OS
I.AB6E-OS
1.612E-05
1.150E-OS
6.929E.04
3.642E+04
I.IH2E.04
1.000E.04
7.044E+03
6.105E-03
5.788E+03
5.625E.03
5.492E.03

mally needed makes the analysis well suited

for different detector systems and experi-

mental situations.

Fitting of Single and Code words
Multiple Peaks

FITS
FITDO
FITREPEA T
DATA TV

The accurate channel locations and peak

areas are determined by fitting, in the least-

squares sense, the original data points with

the predetermined line shapes and a polynomial

approximation for the continuum. For each fit

INITIAL F OR CHISQR= 1.J3E+03
INITIAL GRADIENT = I.R6F+00 2.7<;31':+00 2.953E-02 1.703E.04 8.977E+02 -7.293F+03 1.103E+03

FINAL F OR CHTSQR = 1.73914E+02+0R- 3. 3"">13F-l1

FINAL PARAMFTERS " 6.93810+03 -1.275E+02 1.838E+05 2.28(,1':+00 1.979E+00 7.7RoE+00 7.016E+02

FINAL GRADIENT = 1.6A8F-OR -1.292E-08 2.018E-09 3.04">E-05 -4.7751':-05 -7.009E-05



an interval in the spectrum needs to be spec-

ified. This can be done either by the user

(FITS, FITREPEAT, DATATV) or by an auto-

matic algorithm (FITDO) described later. The

actual fitting procedures are identical in both

cases.

The program SAMPO minimizes the

weighted sum of squares,

k+m

XZ =L
i=k-1'

£..

)

Z

IJ

(Z)n.
1

where channel nUlllbe r,

counts in channel i,n.
1

k = reference channel for background

polynomial,

1', m specify the fitting interval,

bi = Pi + pZ(i-k) + P3(i-k)Z,

background function,

np =number of peaks in the

fitting inte rval,

foo
1J

[
(i-P3+Zj) Z

]
PZ+Z' exp - ZJ Z w.

J

for P3+Zj - £j :S i :S P3+Z + hj ,

[

1'.(Zi-ZP3+Z .+f .)

]

. J J J
PZ+Z' exp ZJ Z w.

J

for i < P3+Zj - £j ,

[

h,(ZP 3+Z ' -Zith.)

]
J J J

PZ+Z' exp Z
J Z w.

J

foo
1J

f..
1J

. > + h. .
for 1 P3+Zj J

Here param.eters Pi' PZ' and P3 define the

continuum, PZ+Zj and P3+Zj are the height and
the centroid of the .i!h peak, and w., 1'., andJ J
h. are the parameters defining the line shapeJ
obtained by interpolating linearly the results

of the shape analysis of the calibration peaks.

The minimization is again performed by

the V ARMIT routine. The initial gues s re-

-8- UCRL- t 945Z

quired by this algorithm is obtained from a

fast, linear least-squares routine (GLSQ) that

fits the data with the background approximation

plus the correct shape functions, corresponding

to the approximate channel locations specified

by the user or the search algorithm. The con-

vergence criteria are the same as in the shape

analysis.

This computation yields the best values of

XZ and the parameters, the partial derivatives of
Z .

hX WIt respect to parameters calculated, and the

error matrix. The channelloc ations are directly

expre s sed by the be st values of P3+2j' and the peak
areas are obtained by integrating the shape func-

tions. The final fit is also displayed as a graphical

printer plot, showing the original spectral points,

the continuum, the sum of the continuum and the

shape functions, and the residuals in units of stand-

ard deviations of the data points, as represented for

a multiplet in Fig. 5. The numerical and graph-

ical information similar to that from a shape

calibration fit makes it convenient to establish

the goodness of the fit and the presence of pre-

viously unobserved photopeaks. In an on-line

run the results are also shown on the CR T, as

represented for an incomplete and a complete

fit in Fig. 6. Each line of a multiplet is drawn

separately and the re siduals are plotted in the

lower part of the plot on a linear scale; the

missing component is clearly evident in the up-

per part of Fig. 6.

From the final value of X 2 and the error

matrix we also get estimates for the uncer-

tainties of the parameters computed. The

standard deviation of the channel location of

the .i!h peak, P3+2j' is expre s sed as

Z

(J 3+2j == (X d3+2j, 3+2 .Inf) 1/2J '
(3)

where n£ is the number of degrees of free-

dom in the fit and d3+2j, 3+Zj is the corre-
sponding diagonal element of the error matrix.

The standard deviation of the peak height,
2 1/2' .

(X d2+2j, 2+2j/nf) expressed In per cent
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FITTING INTfRVAL
LT~EAR LSQ PARAM.

1003 ( 1~33 I 10~' PEAK CHANNELS = 10~2 '°42 1050
CHISQUARE CnNT.CON~T. CnNT.$LOPE CONT.PA~A~. PEAK HEIGHTS
~.4QQr.03 Q.l~IE.~? -1.07~E.OO -Q.QSlE-07 2.5~RFo01 2.0~3E.04 2.117f.03

DATA
8.4701:.02

1I.830E.02
9.070Fo02
9.220"°02
Q.210Eo02
9.2801'"°02
901401'002

'''220fo02

a.310Fo02

9.130F"02
a.790P02

".9110Eo02
11.6101'"002
1.09ftF:°03
1.371fo03

,.710Fo03
?0340P03
?9231':"03
1.4119Fo03
3.4 I <;1' ° 0 J

1,'"111'.03
;>'~14f'OJ
,,9791"03
,.')?1F"03
1.07AFo03

9.9301'"00"
9.2?OF'0"

1.00",.003
I.OO~POl

1'0611"'°OJ
1.1661'".1\1
1.4?6,..OJ
1,911')[.03
2.90;1"."3
4.917f.03

B.294F"03

1.213foO.

1.7Slfo04
2.104F-04

2.1~4EoO.
1.8a5Fo04
1.41')0Fo040

9.33111'003
5.907Fo03

3.748"°03
1.13AFo03
3.168Fo03
J.?"'OFoO)
3.121ro03
2.172FoO)
".121FoOJ

1.465"003
l.loBEo03
8.680Eo02
1.790Eo02
8.050100D2

7.9fi10Eo02
7.800Eo02
7.160EoO?
8.630£002
9.340Fo02

UCRL-19452 ---

FIT
B.19SEoO?

8.7RIIEo02
6.1A"F.:002
8.177Eo02

a.114£0"?
a.7TH.0;>

a.7110E.02

a.798Eoo;>
a.lIl9Eoo?

8.9;:>4Eo02
"'01lIlEo02

9.401E.0;>
9.9IaE.""

1'111E."3
1,319Eo03
1.708E.03
2.300E.o)
2,940Eo03
3'4009fo03

3.",,1'"'''1
1,,9AI""1
2,,,,0IH'n)
,.9701'n\
l'40<;!!f'n1

I. , l~f ° I) J

9'747F'07
9'1~3F'I)?
9. I "",I' on;>

9.47111'n?

l'o?Mor.)
1 . 1 7 !'iF. ° 111

1.4<;51..1'3
1.IH6E,n3
2.9431:0n3
4.719E-"1
~.059E,n]
1.2116Eo04

1.1113£'04
2.124r:o~4
2.1~6f.114
I.RQ2F'~~
1.4?3E-~4
9.4031:'03
5.7~8E.n3

3.1141fo03
3.\Q7E,03
3.1 91F _n1
3.?~4F.n1
3.0921.0)
2.~42F.nl
2.n"5f '03

I.S41Eon3
1.171E.OJ
9.S91E'02
8.'592E.n2
8.1qcE.n2

8.04.,E.02
1.992"on2
7.9~3Fo'1;>

1.9'9E,n2
7.917f.n;>

RESULT~FROM THEAROVEFIT.BECRITICAlWYTHTHE ERRO~E~TJMATES
REJECTIF CHISQUARED 1.7'523£-1\2 OR SIr.MA" I.A36 IS UNACCEPTARLE.CHECKPLOT FOR MISSINGPEAKS
CHANNEL FIT-FRR-CH FNERGY-KEV CAI.-ERR-KEVEN-ER~-KEV AR~A-COUNTS FIT-ERR-PC JNTENS-COUNT CAL-ERR-PC INT-ERR-PC

r:1TTI~~ PAuAMFTFu~ z CnNT.CONST. CONT.SLOP~ CONT.PARAA. PEA~ HFT6HT PFAK CFNTR. PfA~ HEIGHT PEAK CfNT~.

INITIAL hUI~SF~ . 9'1"IF'n;> -1.07Hr.,,0 -9.q~lE-02 7.~~Rr:"0) 1.022F-01 ?'0"Jfo04 l'n47'.03
7.1171' 00 l 1.0<;OFoO]

INITIAL f nR [HI~~k.
INITIAL GuH,IPIT

7.4Q9F.'1.J
-?nQlr:-j? 11';>'11"0;:>

-R.'i79f'O?

-7.nO;'>f-11 10010r"n..-0;.917£-1 n "."" 7f -14

-7.17I1r-11

-1.4';~f-Il

, "'Al , OR .-HI<;fjl'
FINAL ~A"AMFT,R<;

1.7~779['~7'OP- 7,770;9"'-17
R.474r:'n7 -1.4"7t."n -1.3?2£-0;> 7.",.,40E-01

7~11l4F.-O]
1,2?SF-OH
7.29~f-09

1IIIIJlllll111 SEMILOi.ARITHMTC

I.022E"Ol 7.101E-n40 l.n40;:>F.OJ
1.050E.01
1,~3.F.-0<; -~,07~E-09 -1.~36E-05

-1.117E-OS

SCALE IIIIIIIIIIIIIJ YMAX= ;>.1~6E.04

I'"TNAL GRAOIF"" 9.6f>3E-06-1.?n\F-t\A I.J7?r:-"f-

DEV. rn"'TTNUlJMYMIND 7.7~oE.0;>
-1.1 ~.7qE-~;> .(

.1 R.79Eo02 $
1.0 R.711fo02 S
1.5 A.77F-o;> (.
1.. ~.7"'E"0? (.
1.71'1.76f.0" I.
1,2 R.7~f-0<' (.

-Z'O R.7.E-02 . (
-1.6 A..73f+02 .1.

.7 1I.72E"0<' 10.
-1.0 A.71fo02 10
-I.. 1I.70E.OZ 1.0
-4.7 A.~9~-0? ) 0

..4 ~."'8E-02 I
1.4 11."'11'-02 I

.1 1I.~6E.02 T

.8 A.f-~E"02 I
-'3 11."'4[.02 T
1.3 A,"3F.02 I
-1.6A,"?FOO" T

-.? R,"IF.O? 1
.1 A,~OI'"-O? I
.2 1I."A'.n? T

1.7 A.~7f+02 1
-1.8 A.5"F.0? I

.6 R.S4roo" I-.
'Z A.~3F-02 J .2.8 A.<;?FOO? I . .

I.B A.~nr:'~2 I'.
1.)R..9f'02 I
-.3 1I.47F."O? I
-.11 ~.4~F.oO;> I

.2 1I...Eo02 I

.2 1I.43r+02 I
3.4 A.41fo02 T
2.6 A.40E'02 I
-1.21I.3REo02 t
-Z.4 A.37E+02 I
-1.41I.35E.02 I
..1 1I.33F-0;> J
-.5 1I.31E-02 I
3.1 A.JOE-02 I-.7 A.2AE.02 T
1.6 ~."6E.02 I

-1.5 R.24E"02 J
-1.0 A.23EoO;> I
-.4 R.?lf"O? T
-.1 A.IQF+O? I

.5 R.17f.02 J
2.5 1I.I~foO? I
1.2R.13F"02 t

-2.0 lI.l1E-02 I
-1.91I.09E.02 I
-3.1 1I.07E-02 J.
-2.9 R.05E-02 I--.5 1I.03E-02I.
-.2 A.00E-02 ,
-.7 7.9RE"02 ,
-.77.~f-F."o2 ,
2.4 7.94Eo02 «.
6.1 1.92E-02 ( .
SYMROLS I. CONTINUUM. = DATA -. FIT

SUMOATA- 1.64729F-05 SUMCALC. 1.~4~54EooS

CHAN.
1003
1004
1005
1006
1001
10(18
1009

1010
1011

1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
101 R
1019
10<'0
10?1
102?
1023
) D24
1025
1026
10?7

11\211
10?9
In30
1031
10)2
1033
In34
1035
1036
1031
1038
1039
1040
1041
104?
1043
1044

1040e;
1046
1047
104a
1049
ln~O
1051
10'52
T053
1054
1055
In56
1057
InSA
1059
1060
1061
11\62
11)~3

..

- .

."

."

. .

+ .

. -

".

".
.-

-.
+ .

".
.°

. .

. . .ANO- ( .. lAND- I - IANn. ~ .. lAND-AND.

Fig. 5, Printed resultsof a fitof a multipletconsistingof three components. The
upper part shows numericalresults of the linear and nonlinear least-squares com-
putations, the lower part the resulting graph and quantities of interest for each line.

1021.7397 ,03111 313.1214 .1000 .100') 1.1)7F-n4 1.4203 5.4304£001 "i.0000 5.19711

1041.'1\85 .0123 319.0109 .1000 01001 I.3274E+0 .3960 4.4771Eo08 'i.0000 5.0157

1050.1874 .0494 321.<'1184 .1000 .1009 1.o;071F.-04 1.0;976 o;.1101E-07 S.OOOO 5.2490
TIMES IN SECnNns .0"2 1.5Q;> .1100 11.4119 'lATE.. 1;>/11169.
RUN NUMBER ANn INDICATIVE OATA

GF-E LII-I71M 0-500 KfV 1550 CH (,/20/"" -0 -0 1<;'50
COMMENTS.. lRn RUN OF AF-E ANALYSI. CaRRErTEO FITS ANO FINAL TAR ATTON OF RFS TS.
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Fig. 6. Two fits to the same region of data
in the 177mLu spectrum. The upper fit
has clear indications of a missing com-
ponent, both in the fit and in the residuals.
The complete fit below has small random
deviations. Graphs like these are drawn
on the CRT display screen with on-line
run s .

of the peak height, is taken to be the uncer-

tainty in the peak area.

PEAKFIND
PEAKADD
PEAKDROP
PEAKLIST
FITTEST
FITDO

SAMPO program is provided with an i

algorithm which automatically locate s the

Automatic Peak Code words
Search and Selec-
tion of Fitting Inter-
vals

-10- UCRL-19452

statistically significant peaks in the spectra

(PEAKFIND). The significance of a potential

pc ak in channeli . is n] eas u n,d as

5S. =dd./sd., (4)1 1 1

where the generalized second-difference ex-

pression

dd. =
1

k

l:
j=-k
standard deviation,

1

c~n. + .

J
2 .

J 1 J

Cj ni+j

is divided by its

sdi =
[
t
F-k

The expre ssions of dd. and sd. are obtained1 1

by summing over 2k+1 channels the counts per

channel, n., multiplied by coefficients c.. These1 J
coefficients define a weighting function which is

designed to enhance the detection of real photo-

peaks and to dis criminate against statistical

fluctuations and spurious peaks. The weighting

function is of the form of the second derivative

of a Gaus sian,

c. =
J

2.2

(
.2

)
(J -1 J

4 exp - -z '
(J 2(J

(5)

where a is the average Gaussian width ob-

tained from the shape-calibration table or pro-

vided by the user.

In addition to computing the statistical

significance of a potential peak, one uses ad-

ditional tests based on the expected line shape.

Normally two different threshold levels are

used to test the significance of the peak. In

order to be accepted the peak has to exceed

the higher significance level and pas s the shape

test. Listed but unaccepted peaks provide in-

formation on photopeaks that may have to be

included in the fitting for a complete analysis.

The results from a peak- search computation

are illustrated by the printout shown in

Table 1.

The printout has special columns for

editing the list of peaks accepted. Peaks can

be added to this list (PEAKADD) or dropped
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Table 1. Printed results from the peak search com-

putations. Columns for editing these results
are provided on the right.

$~$$$$$S$$ NEXT CONTROL CAHD = PEAKFINn?000E.02-. - . - . - . - .
PEAKSEARCH RUN GE-E 1550 CHANNELS
SEARCH BETWEENCHANNELS 190 1~39

RUN NUMBERANn INDICATIVE DATA
GE-E LU-177M 0-500 KEV 1550 CH 4/20/66 -0 -0 1550

AVERAGE PEAK WIDTH (SIGMA) . 2.27 ANDTHE COEFFICIENTS OF THE GENERALIZEDSEcONDOIFFERENCEARE
-100.00 -72.46 -15.24 31.13 44.57 34.09 1B.24 7.35 2.31

SIGNIFICANCE LIMIT FOR THE SEARCH = 2.no AND FOR FITTING = 4.00

APPROXIMATE APpROXIMATE SIGNIFICANCE CHECK-l CHECK-2 ACC~PTED NUMBER ADO DROP
CHANNEL ENERGV OF PEAK SIGNIF SHAPE CHANNELS CHANNEL CHANNEL

1 242 105.4 832.121 242 1
2 270 112.9 1074.97~ 270 2
3 282 116.1 48.81A 282 3
4 302 121.5 429.69n 302 4
5 3?R 128.5 760.Fl61 328 5
6 359 136.8 139.500 359 6
7 39A 147.3 215.779 398 7
8 420 153.2 (:,27.241 420 8
9 44'5 159.9 44.261 445 9

10 476 16801 5.581 476 10
11 489 171.6 198.314 489 11
12 499 174.3 420.820 499 12
13 510 177.2 149.277 510 13
14 ~28 182.0 7. 74? 528 14
15 536 184.2 2.41A SMALL REJECT
16 578 195.4 56.32" 578 15
17 61n 204.0 368.949 610 16
18 626 208.2 809.76A 626 17
19 649 214.4 230.80':; "49 18
20 663 218.1 146.104 663 19
21 702 228.5 554.797 702 20
22 722 233.9 192.86? 722 21
23 73" 237.6 2.317 SMALL REJECT
24 753 242.1 3.576 SMALL CHECK
25 781 249.6 181.92R 781 22
26 B16 258.9 4.69~ CHECK 816 23
27 83;; 264.0 10.83i1 835 24
28 853 268.8 120.850 fl53 25
29 B7A ;>75.5 2.299 SMALL REJECT
30 902 281.8 245.35? 902 26
31 940 29i?0 48.42A 940 27
32 957 296.5 126.371 957 28
33 967 299.2 52.41" REJECT
34 991 305.6 7l.32Q 991. 29
35 1007 309.8 3.68' SMALL REJECT
36 11122 313.8 53.44R 1022 30
37 1042 319.1 169.25r::; 1042 31
38 1052 321.8 3.49i1 SMALL ~EJECT
39 1074 327.6 228.51n 1074 32
40 1093 332.7 3.030 SMALL
41 I1n9 337.0 6.029 1109 33
42 1127 341.8 61.60r::; 1127 34
43 1166 352.2 2.697 SMALL CHECK
44 1184 357.0 3.93? SMALL CHECK
45 1202 361.8 3.19r::; SMALL CHECK
46 1223 367.4 74.050 1223 35
47 126<; 37B.6 233.143 1265 36
48 1289 385.0 71.479 1289 37
49 1321 393.6 2.42~ SMALL
!Oo I)Q~ 413.8 151.397 1396 38
~1 1414 41fht, 169.1411 1414 39
~Z 1443 426.4 21.51" 11+43 40
!)J \4t11 4J~.A 4.61~ 1461 41
54 1481 436.6 40321 CHECK 1481 42
55 1494 440.1 3. 7BfI, SMALL REJECT
56 1529 449.5 2.011 SMALL REJECT



from it(PEAKDROP) to ensure itscomplete-

ness before the more time-consuming fitting

procedures. This can be done either by using

the on-line facilities with CRT display and

light-pen input by using plots such as shown

in Fig. 7, or by performing the analysis in

two runs. The first run produces a plot of the

spectrum and a listof peaks found. This list

can then be corrected in the second run on the

basis of careful inspection of the spectrum.

Some of the smallest components in multiplets

may become evident only after fittingof the

data. These cases can conveniently be ac-

counted for in the on-line runs or in follow-up

runs off -line.

The selection of the fittingintervals can

also be done automatically by the code

(FITTEST, FITDO). Depending on the close-

ne ss of adjacent peaks, one or more lines are

included in each fitting interval. The selec-

tion algorithm use s inform.ation op the peak

widths, too. Up to six peaks are normally in-

cluded in a single interval. 1£ more than six

peaks are clustered togethe r the interval is

broken at the widest separation between ad-

jacent peaks. Ifthe final interval remains

narrower than a specified lower limit, typi-

cally 15 CW (OPTIONS), then no para-
average

bolic correction is applied for the continuum.

This is done to avoid gros sly erroneous back-

ground approximations when not enough data

are available for determination of the para-

bolic correction.

ENDO
ENIN
ENFITDO
ENFITIN
CALDATA
OPTIONS
RESULT

The high resolution of the Ge(Li) sys-

Energy Calibrations Code words

tems and the accurate procedures for deter-

mination of the centroids .and the areas of the

photopeaks set stringent requirements for the

calibration techniques. Within the computer

-12 - UCRL-19452 ------

code we also want a high degree of flexibility

in the calibration procedures, for instance, in

order to use some fittingresults as calibra-

tions for the others.

We have incorporated into program

SAMPO two methods of energy calibration. The

first routine uses a number of energy-calibra-

tion points and interpolates linearly between

these points. In the second method a poly-

nomialleast-squares fitis made to these points

by minimizing the expre ssion

n

[

m

]

1 i -1 2
.E Di Ei - EPjCi"
1=1 J=1

with respectto parameters p. (ENFITDO).J
Here C., E., and D. are the channel numbers,

111

the corresponding energies, and the calibration

2
X (6)

uncertainties read in or generated for the linear

interpolation scheme (ENDO, ENIN). The min-

imization is performed by a linear least-

squares algorithm, GLSQ. The resulting cali-

bration curve, which is defined by parameters

p., can then be used for energy determinations
J
(ENFITDO, ENFITIN, OPTIONS, RESULT).

In both approaches an estimate of the errors

as sociated with the ene rgy calibration is alsa

needed. These uncertainties reflect inaccu.-

racies in the energies and channel locations of

the energy-calibration peaks and expected

drifts in the detector system. These uncer-

tainties are expres sed as a band around the

energy calibration curve, the width of which

is specified at different energies and inter-

polated linearly between them.

The upper part of Fig. 8 summarizes

the energy calibration results, as shown on

the CR T with on-line runs, which were ob-

tained with a system of very good linearity.5

The graph shows the integral nonlinearity of

the response and the corresponding polynomial

fitof fifthorder. The linear interpolation and

the polynomial expansion give consistent re-

sults, and either one may be used. The lower
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Fig. 7. A section of 177mLu spectrum as shown on the CR T display with
indications of peaks found by the search algorithm. With on-line runs
corrections can be conveniently made with a light pen.

part of Fig. 8 shows a more significant non-

linearity of a system employing a biased

am_plifier. Here strong lines of a complex

spectrum of 176Ta have been used as internal

energy standards. 4 In this case a polynomial

of a high order is required to obtain a good

fit; however, such a polynoITlial introduces

nonr('alistic oscillations between the calibra-

tion points. That the polynomial expansion

should not be used beyond the extrenie data-

calibration points is well exe:mplified by this

case.

The energies of the photopeaks are as-

signed by using either one of the two proce-

dures. The uncertainty in the energy is ob-

tained by adding in root-me an-square sense

the calibration error at that energy and the

statistical uncertainty in the peak centroid

translated into the energy units. In most cases

the calibration errors dominate the total un-

certainties, and depending on how stable the

system is and how much effort is spent in the

calibration procedures, the energies of strong

lines may be determined with an accuracy up

to 0.02 to 0.2 keY or 0.01%.
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Fig. 8. The result of the energy calibra-
tions of two detector systems. The up-
per graph shows the calibration points
and fifth-order polynomial fit with as-
signed uncertainties to these points in a
system with small nonlinearity. The
lower graph shows results with a system
with significant nonlinearity; the results
caution against the use of polynomial fits
in this case.
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Efficiency
Calibrations

Code words EFDO
EFIN
EFFITDO
EFFITIN
CALDATA
OPTIONS
RESULT

Two methods of efficiency calibrations

have been incorporated into prog ran1 SAM PO.

The first scheme uses a number of calibration

points and interpolates logarithmically between

these points (EFDO, EFIN)' The second method

(EFFITDO, EFFITIN) employs an approximate

functional representation of the efficiency curve

expressed as

F = Pi [E P2 + P3 exp(P4 E)]

The parameters Pi' P2' P3' and P4 are deter-

mined by using V ARMIT routine to minimize

the expression
2

X2 0 f
I

Fi-Pj[EiP2:P3 eXP(P4Ei)]/' (8)

ioj , I
whe re F i and Ei are the efficiency and energy

points gene rated or read in for the inte rpolation

(7 )

scheme.

As with energy calibrations, the calibra-

tion uncertainties are expressed as a band a-

round the efficiency curve, the width of which

is obtained by interpolating between given val-

ues. The overall accuracy obtained depends

largely on the stability of the system and on

the quality of the calibration data. At best,

accuracies approaching the statistical uncer-

tainties--that is, about 1 to 3% --can be ob-

tained with relative intensities of strong lines.

The uncertainty in the intensity calculation is

again obtained by adding in the root-mean-

square sense the calibration and statistical

uncertainties.

OJ
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0
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Tabulationof Results Code words CALDATA
FITIN
RESET
RESULT

The results from the peak-shape, en-

ergy, and efficiency calibrations and from

peak-search and editing routines, as well as

from fitting procedures, are stored in special

arrays. These arrays may be modified, e-

rased, or printed out at any time. In general

the calibration results remain unchanged un-

til alte red. The peak-search and fitting ar-

rays are reset by reading in a new spectrum,

or by the user at any time (RESET). The cali-

bration data can be printed also at any time

(CALDATA). The fitting results obtained

(FITS, FITDO, FITREPEAT) are summarized

in a table, such as Table II, which also in-

cludes relative intensity and decay-rate com-

putations (RESULT). The shape -calibration

and fitting re sults can be punched on cards to

be used in further analysis. These cards can

be read back into the prograrn (FITIN), and

thus the fitting results can be subjected to new

energy and efficiency computations. Thus the

more time -consuming fitting procedures need

not be repeated to complete the analysis in

cases in which not all calibration data were

initially available. Similarily these cards

can be used for half-life determinations and

corrections.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE PHOGRAM

SAMPO is written in Fortran IV lan-

guage and consists of the main program and

some 23 subroutines. Additional subroutines

may be loaded for on-line displays, for com-

puter plotting, and for reading data on mag-

netic tapes. The source deck is about 3000

cards long and requires about 28000 (decimal)

core locations to run on a CDC-6600 machine.

A schematic block diagram of SAMPO is

shown in Fig. 9.

In structuring the code special emphasis

has been placed on maintaining a high degree
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of flexibility and ease in input options to make

the code applicable to a wide range of different

spectroscopy problems. In the following we

make a few comments on some of the design

features. These comments concentrate on

points that should help the user to make best

use of the code or to adapt it with a minimum

of difficulty to his computer and his needs.

Input and Output File s

Several disk and tape files are used by

program SAMPO for various input and output

operations. The names of these files appear

on the program card. Not all the se file s are

always necessary; for instance, if the on-line

facilities are not used. The complete list of

the se files is

INPUT, TAPE2=INPUT

OUTPUT,
TAPE3=OUTPUT

TAPE 14

for card input data,

TAPE 5

for printed output,

for punch output,

for spectral data on
magnetic tape,

for duplicate
result tables,

TAPE 7

TAPETTY,
TAPE6=TAPETTY for teletype input and

output with on-line
runs,

for auxiliary opera-
tions with CalComp
and CRT plotting,

for CRT input and
output,

PLOT, T APE99=PLOT for CalComp plotting
of the spectral data.

The input file INTAPE can be changed

between card reader and teletype input at any

time during an on-line run. This makes it

convenient to use the same read statements

TAPE 9 8

FILM

and input formatting for both device s;

Section 4.

see

Common Blocks and Dimensions of Arrays

The input and output as well as the cali-

bration data are handled through special com-

mon blocks and arrays. These arrays are

automatically reset by certain operations or
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Table II. The fitting results summarized from the analysis of the spectrum of 177mLu source.
The energies and the intensities of the '{-ray lines were recomputed during the tabulation
by using the polynomial and functional fits to the energy and efficiency calibration points.

$$$$$$$$$$ NFXT CONTROL CARD RESULT ?4?OE-02 4.000F+OO 4.000+Oo- .
-

RUN NUMBERANI>INDICATIVE DATA
GE-E LU-177M o-soo KEV 1550 CH 4/O/hb -0 -0 15':>0

COMMENTS. 3RO RUN Of Gf.-f ANALYSIS. cORRfrTED flT5 AN("IFINAL TAAlJLATION Of RESIJLTS. DA TE. = 12/17/6Q.

ENERGIES RECOMPUTEO USING OPTION 4

INTENSITIES RECOPUTEO USING OpTION 4

TARLE OF RESULTS

NUMBER CHAN"IF.:l CHANNEL ENERGY ENERGY AREA PC-AREA INTENSITY INTENSITY RELA TJVE REL.INT. INTENSITY

ERROR IN KEV ERROR ,.OUNTS ERROR ERROR Pc INTENSITY ERRORPc PER TIME

1 241.834 .001 100;.317 .100 ?079E+06 .17 5.6171f+OR 5.00 18000E+02 1.015 586171E-08
2 2708119 8002 112.920 .100 1.271£+06 .23 1.0071E_09 5.01 1.794E+02 7.077 1.0077E_09
3 281.581 8108 116'001 '104 7.993E+04 3.AO 2.59(,2E+07 6.28 40622E+oo 8'029 2'S962E+07
4 286.699 8394 1178376 '146 ?'187E+04 15'lA 7'2718E+06 lS.9A l'29SE+oo 16.747 7'2118E+06
5 302.44R .008 121.607 .100 7.837E+05 .56 2.7998E+08 5.03 4.984E+Ol 7.095 287998E+08
6 328.084 '004 128.492 .100 1.793E+06 .18 7'1878E+08 5'00 1'280E+02 7'075 7'1878E+08
7 358.74<; '008 136.722 .100 '.438E+05 .35 6.5893E+07 5'01 1 . 113E - 0 1 7'082 6.5893E.07
8 392.390 .034 145.748 .100 7.767E+04 1.34 4.1003E+07 5.18 7.300E+oo 7.199 4.1003E-07
9 397.630 '006 147'153 .100 ?943E+05 '41 1.5875[+01'1 5.02 2.1326E-01 1.085 1.5875E-08
10 420.456 '005 153'213 .100 1.301E+06 .?3 7.69A3E-oB 5.01 l'371E+02 1.077 7869133E+08
11 444.6513 '044 159.159 .101 ,.599E-04 1.86 2.3413E+1)7 5033 4'16I3E+00 1.314 283413E-07
12 477.660 .n6 1613.S9B '133 Q.992E.03 9.04 7.3642f.-06 10.33 1.311E-00 11.478 7.3642E+06
13 48'h782 .013 171"844 .100 ::>.a9E.05 '50 2'1718E.oB 5'02 3.866E+Ol 7'091 2'1118[-08
14 499'2813 '007 174'388 .100 7.080E.05 .27 .6459E+08 5.01 1'005E-02 7'078 5.64S9E-08

15 50".976 .017 176.9S .100 ,.831E-05 .68 l' 'H 12t + 0B 5.05 2'690E+Ol 1'106 l'S112E-OR
16 527.1344 .226 182.02 .117 .781E+03 9.21'1 .3349F+06 10.54 5.937E-Ol 11.668 3.3349E-06
17 5713.397 .004 195.546 .100 .5a6E+04 1.17 3.145?F-01 5.14 6.668E-00 1'169 387452E-07
18 610.419 .012 204.102 .100 5.255E+05 .52 6.0750E+08 5.03 1,Ofl2E+02 7.092 6.0750E-08
19 62".358 .001 208.359 .100 '0183E+06 .22 2.6502E.+09 ';.00 4.718E-02 7.077 2.6502E+09

20 649.079 .007 214.426 .100 '.192E+05 .47 2.8492E+08 5.02 5.072E+Ol 7.089 2.A492E+08
21 662.1'115 .008 218.092 .10010100E+05 .77 1.48R3E+08 5.06 2.650E+Ol 7.115 1.4883E+08
22 701.645 .002 221'1.452 .100 '.068E+06 .25 1.6140E+09 5.01 2.873E+02 1.078 1.6140E-09
23 721.812 .019 233.831 .100 ,.529E-05 .So 2.4427E-08 5.06 4.349E+Ol 7.118 2.4427E+08
24 781.119 .003 2498640 .11)01.428E+05 .31 2.66(,SE+08 5.01 4.748E+Ol 7.01'102.6668E.08

25 830.729 .407 262.856 .147 ,.094E+03 14.52 4.4209E+06 15.36 7.870E-Ol 16.151 4.4209E.06
26 835.321 .227 264.079 .117 .898E+03 7.59 A.3230E+06 9.09 1.482E.oo 10.375 8.3230E+06
21 852.1'190 .013 2(,8.758 .100 (,.614E+04 .53 1.4726E.08 5.03 2.622E+Ol 7.093 \o4726E-08
28 901.712 oOOR 281.758 .100 2.441E+05 .30 6.0820E-08 5.01 1.0133E-02 7.080 6'0820E+08
29 908.910 .120 283.674 0105 7.287E-03 4.25 1.8454E.01 6.56 3.285E+00 8.250 1.8454E+07

30 938.479 .093 291..546 '103 '.742E+04 3.93 4.7089E+01 6.3" 8.383E-00 88092 487089E+07
31 942.369 .120 292.582 .105 1.376E.04 4.18 3.7521E+07 6.92 6.680E-00 8.537 3.7521E-01

32 956.829 .014 2968431 .100 7.633E+04 .54 2.1472E+08 5.03 3.823E+Ol 7.094 281472E+08
33 966.586 .028 299.029 .100 '.445E+04 1'01'17,022SE+07 5.12 1.250E-Ol 7.155 7'0225E+07
34 990.855 .023 305.490 .100 ?584E+04 .93 788107E+07 5.09 1.391E+Ol 7.134 7.8107E+07
35 10218740 8038 313.713 .101 1.674E+04 1.42 5.3893E.07 5.20 9.S94E.00 7.214 583893E-07
36 1041.619 .012 319.007 .100 1.327E+05 .40 4.4483£+08 5.02 7.919£+01 7'084 4'4483E+08
37 1050'187 .049 321'289 .101 1.508E.04 1.60 5'1392E-07 5'25 9'149E+00 7'252 5'1392E-07
38 1074.161 .010 327.675 .100 ::>.212E+05 .39 1.9024E+08 5'02 1.407E+02 7'084 7.9024E+08
39 1109'346 '148 337'050 .107 .71lE-02 4.90 3'7108E+06 1.00 6.606E-Ol 8.605 3.7108E+06

40 1126.598 '.013 341.648 .100 ,.918£+04 '49 1'S684E+07 5'02 l'347E-01 1'090 7'5684E-07
41 1223.195 8002 367.424 0100 ::>.866E-04 .63 1.343E.08 5'04 2.395E+Ol 1'101 1.3453E+08

42 1264.699 .012 378.518 .100 ?549f.+05 .46 182846E-09 5'02 20287£.02 1'088 l'2846E+09
43 1289'063 '051 385'037 '101 ,h677E-04 1.91 1'4053E+08 5.35 2'502E+Ol 1'326 184053E-08
44 1395.;;33 .014 413.598 .100 "226E+05 .51 786356£-08 5.03 l'359E-02 7'091 7.6356E.08
45 1413.489 '012 418.429 '100 1.469E+05 .46 9'4038E+08 5'02 1.674E+02 7.088 9.4038E-08
46 1442.f,E'3 '036 426.287 .100 "'-071E+03 1.86 2'0554E-07 5.33 30659E+00 1'314 280554E-07
47 1466'055 .461 43?597 .161 ".018E+02 15.00 3.4180E.06 15.1'11 6'192E-Ol 168584 384780E-06
48 1470.844 .494 433.889 .161 4.822E-02 15.48 3'3664E-06 16.27 50993E-01 17.019 3'3664E-06
49 1480.?75 .309 431\.437 .130 1.454E+02 12.08 2.4453E-06 13.07 4.353E-Ol 13.991'12.4453E-06
SO 1494.453 .375 440.269 .142 ,.589E-02 11.68 2.S943E+06 12.71 4.619E-Ol 13.655 2.5943E-06
51 1501.532 .482 44?183 .164 ::,.885E+0213.11 281012E+06 14.03 3.751E-Ol 14.896 2.1072E+06

COUNTINGTIME = 1.0000E-00
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OUnUT

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROGRAM SA"PO

Fig. 9.

'8L670-'37.-A

Schematic block diagram of program SAMPO.

can be reset by the user at any time. For an

efficient use of the program it is important to

consider the following arrays and blocks of

arrays:

COMM / 1 / SPEC(1600), LABEL(20)

contains the spectral data in the array SPEC

and the indicative data in the array LABEL.

These arrays are read in either on cards or

input tape 5 (DATAIN). When required by the

number of channels in the spectra to be ana-

lyzed, the length of the SPEC array can be

changed--for instance, to 4100. The indica-

tive data array contains an alphanumeric spec-

trum number LABEL(1), alphanumeric infor-

mation on the spectrum in LABEL(2) through

LABEL(13), integer labels LABEL(14) and

LABEL(15), not used by the general-purpose

version, and the number of channels in the

t:Ipcctrum LAI3EL(16). The LABEL array is

printed out under FORMAT(13A6, 3110) at

various place s in the printout.

COMMON/2 /XDATA(150),

YDATA(150), WEIGHT(150), YCALC(150),

YCONT(150), HMATR(20,20), CMATR(20,20),

HDIAGO(20), BUF(400): These arrays are

used for temporary working storage in the

least-squares, tape-reading, and data-display

routines. This space is sometimes overlayed

by other temporary arrays in some subroutines.

The present dimensions, which can be changed

(although not very easily), limit the maximum

width of a fitting interval to 150 channels and

the number of lines in one fit to six.

COMMON/ 3 / contains the following

result arrays:

NPEAK(100) approximate peak centroidsas

specified by the search routine or by the user;

FITCH( 100) accurate peak centroidsas com-

puted in the fitting,

CHER(100) statistical uncertainties. in the
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channel locations,

PEAK(100} areas of photopeaks as computed

in the fitting,

PKER(100) statistical uncertainties in peak

areas,

ENERG(100) energies of the fittedphotopeaks,

ENER(100) photopeakenergy uncertainties,

EFFSUM(100) intensitiesof fittedphoto-

peaks,

EFER(100) uncertainties in photo peak in-

tensities.

Depending on the complexity of the spec-

tra and considerations of fieldlength require-

ments, the dimensions of these arrays can be

changed--for instance, up to 200.

COMMON/IOTAPE/INTAPE,IOUTAP,

KOUT specifies input and output files. These

are initiallyspecified as INTAPE =2 and

lOUT AP = 3 corresponding to the standard

filenames at LRL. Furthermore the input

filename can be changed between card and

teletype input, as discussed in the section on

input and output files.

Arrays CPREAD(20), CLREAD(20),

CHREAD(20), CWREAD(20), which are stored

in subroutineSHAPE, containthe shape cali-

brationresultsgenerated (SHAPEDO) or read

in (SHAPElN). The shape parameters for

fittingare obtained by interpolating these val-

ues linearlywith respect to the channel num-

bers.

Arrays CHREAD(50), ENREAD(50),

ERREAD(SO) in subroutine ENERGY contain

the energy calibration points generated

(ENDO) or read in (ENlN) for the energy de-

terminations through linear interpolation.

Similarily the arrays PLREAD(10),

ERENER(SO), ERV ALU(50) contain the coef-

ficients generated (ENFITDO) or read in

(ENFITIN) for a polynomial energy curve and

the associated calibration error arrays which

are interpolated linearly.

Arrays ENREAD(SO), EFREAD(SO),
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ERREAD(SO) in subroutine EFF contain the ef-

ficiency calibration points generated (EFDO)

or read in (EFIN) for logarithmic interpolation.

Similarily the arrays PRREAD(4),

ERENER(SO), ERV ALU(SO) have theparameters

generated (EFFITDO) or read in (EFFlTIN) for

the functional efficiency curve and the associated

calibration uncertainties.

"

Reading Spectral and Indicative Data on Input

Tape

Iflarge numbers of spectra are handled,

the spectral and indicative data can be con-

veniently stored on and read from high-density

magnetic tapes. In SAMPO a reference is

made to such input tape, tape S, on the pro-

gram card. Since no uniform standards exist

for writing such data tapes, even within the

same laboratory, separate tape-reading rou-

tines are needed for different tape formats.,

SAMPO libraryat LRL-Berkeley containssev-

eral such routines, of which the user needs to

load an appropriateone; see informationon

SAM PO libraryin Section6.

The main program has a call statement

to the tape-readingroutine(DA T AIN) of the

form CALL DATAT1 (KERROR, SPEC,

LABEL, WHAT, NAME, XDATA). Here

KERROR is an error flag which should be re-

turned as' KERROR =0 when the spectrum spec-

ified is succe s sfully read, and as KERROR =1

when the spectrum is not found or read prop-

erly. If KERROR = 1 is returned, themain

. program willskipoperationswhere the spec-

traldata would be ne,eded, normally up to the

next data read. The spectral data are read

into array SPEC, the maximum dimension of

which is specified in the main program. The

indicativedata are read intothe array LABEL

in the format specified in the section on com-

mon blocks and arrays. Up to six numbers

and one alphanumeric word are transferred

through WHAT and NAME to the tape-reading

routine to identify the spectrum to be searched

and to perform spectral additions or subtrac-



tiuns if required; see Section4. The array

XDATA marks the beginning oftemporary ar-

rays of total length of 1970 words; this space

can be used by the tape-reading routine for

temporary working space.

Except for a possible tape-reading rou-

tin~, program SAMPO is self-contained. The

user needs only supply data and indicate which

options and calculations are de sired.

4. PROGRAM OPTIONS AND DATA INPUT

In the earlier sections references have

been made to different SAMPO execution op-

tions and input cards. These options and cards

are discussed in detail in this section.

The large number of options can be con-

trolled and specified by SAM PO input cards.

These cards are processed by the main pro-

gram and they may be sequenced in any logical

fashion. Illegal input cards are generally re-

jected, similarily data cards following an un-

successful data-tape reading are ignored if

the presence of the spectral data would be re-

quired for the operation requested. In general

all the program parameters have been initially

set, and remain unchanged until altered. The

altered value will remain in effect until further

changed. The same applies to the different

calibration data.

The logical sequencing of the input cards

simply means that the spectral and calibration

data must be read in or generated before they

are used for con1.putations. Thus, for in-

stance, the energy determination can be done

during fitting if data for this are known in ad-

vance. If the energy calibration is performed

by using the fitting results, then the energy de-

terminations need to be postponed until tabu-

lation of the results. Illustrations with exam-

ples of possible input card sequencing are

given in Section 5.

For uniforn1ity all SAMPO input cards

have the same format, namely FORMAT(AtO,
6EtO.0, A10). The first word is a left-ad-
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justed code word. CODEW, whi ch identifies

the function of the input card. Up to six num-

bers (WHAT(J), I = 1,6) follow the code word;

the interpretation of these numbers depends on

the CODEW. The last word is an alphanumeric

word, NAME, which can be used to identify the

data or computation it belongs to; it is not used

by the program, except possibly to specify spec-

trum numbers for input tape-reading routines.

The uniformity of the input cards also requires

that the paralTIeters that ordinarily are integers

be read in as decimal (floating-point) numbers;

they will be converted into integers by the pro-

gram.

Although the code words can be up to ten

letters long, the first six letters suffice to iden-

tify them; this is of advantage with those com-

puters for which the maximum length of words

is six letters. The teletype input sometimes

requires an additional word to indicate the end

of the line, and thus the input card format may

be also written as FORMAT(A6, A4, 6EtO.O, A6,

A4,11). This change does not cause any changes

in the us e of the input cards.

An alphabetic list of the code words was

given in the beginning of this report. The ex-

planation of their functions and associated pa-

ameters is given in the rest of this chapter.

In general the default option of a parameter is

specified by a blank or zero number; this min-

imizes the amount of numerical input data re-

quired. The result and calibration arrays will

be automatically ordered, so that the order of

inputting calibration data dards is not crucial.

Chapter 5 contains illustrative examples

and useful comments on the use of the code

words which are described in detail in the rest

of this Chapter 4. The reader may find it

easier to go directly to Chapter 5 in the first

reading and look up the code words in this

chapter, only as they appear in the examples

used. Later he can use the rest of this chap-
ter as the basic handbook for running program

SAM PO.



DA T AIN

WHAT(1) = O.
= 1.

WHAT(2) ~ O.
WHAT(3) ~ O.

DATAGRAPH

WHA T(1) = O.

= 1.

WHAT(2)

WHAT(3)

WHAT(4)

WHAT (5)

DATAPLOT

WHAT(1) = o.
= 1.

WHAT(2)

WHAT(3)
WHAT(4)

WHAT(5)

WHAT(6)

SHAPEDO
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reads indicative and spectral data.

searches and reads the spectrum specifiedon inputtape 5;

specifies that the indicative and spectral data are on cards, spectral data in

FORMAT(10F7.0). The indicative data are on one card between DATAIN and the

spectrum as follows: alphanumeric run number in columns 1-6, alphanumeric in-

dicative data in columns 7 -66, and an integral number of channels in columns

76 -80.
=2. reads data on cards as with WHAT(1) = 1., except thatthe spectraldata are in

format specifiedon a card between DA T AIN and indicative data card, for example

(5(5X, F8.0)). The variableformat also allows the user to shift the spectrum or

delete channels, if de sired.

adds previous spectrum multiplied by WHAT(2) to the new spectrum.

multiplies the new spectrum by WHA T(3) before the addition. Normally WHA T(2)

and WHAT (3) would be blank.

makes a printer graph of the spectrum.

for semilogarithmic scale,

for linear scale.

every WHA T(2) channel is plotted; if blank, every channel;

is the starting channel; if blank, the first channel;

is the termination channel; if blank, the last channel;

channels in each subdivision; if blank, 100 channels.

makes a CalComp point plot of the spectrum. If the peak search is done before

the plotting then the peaks found are also plotted. For standard plots specify

four-cycle semilogarithmic paper, No. 4.0, and liquid ink pen.

specifies four-cycle semilogarithmic paper,

specifies plain paper~

is the starting channel; if blank, the first channel;

is the terminationchannel; if blank, the last channel;

is the upper bound ofthe counts-per-channel scale; if blank, this is set and re-

scaled, if required, automatically;

is the lower bound of the count scale; if blank, set automatically;

specifieschannels per inch; if blank" set automatically, normally 40 channels to

an inch.

performs a shape-calibration fit. This should be done by using strong single lines.

In specifying the fitting interval include enough channels to cover both tails, but do

not overextend to include fluctuations due to neighboring peaks. The resulting

parameters will be stored and used in the fitting analysis. The shape parameters

need to be computed only once for each experimental setup; the values will re-

main unchanged until altered, and can be read in for later runs with SHAPEIN

cards. The resulting shape parameters are also written on tape 14 for getting

SHAPEIN cards punched.



WHA T(1)

WHAT(2)

WHAT(3)

WHAT(4) =O.
= 1.

= 3.
WHAT(5) = O.

= 1.
WHAT(6)

SHAPEIN

WHAT(1)

WHAT(2)

WHA T(3)

WHAT(4)

WHA T(5) = O.
= 1.

PEAKFIND

WHAT(1)

WHA T(2)

WHAT(3)

WHA T(4)

WHAT(5)

WHA T(6) = o.
= 1.
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= 2.

is the approximate center channel of the calibration peak,

specifies the lowe r limit of the fitting inte rval,

is the upper limit of the fitting interval.

for no energy or efficiency calibrations;

for using the fitted peak centroid for the energy calibration, place ENDO card

with the energy and the calibration error after SHAPEDO card;

for using the fitted peak area for the efficiency calibration, place EFDO card

with the correct peak intensity and calibration error after SHAPEDO card.

if both energy and efficiency calibrations are performed as instructed above,

adds the resulting parameters to the present table of shape paran~eters,

starts a new shape parameter table with the resulting values.

is the initial guess for the CW -parameter; if blank, set to 1.8.

reads in and stores the shape parameters computed previously.

This should be preferred over SHAPEDO, whenever possible,

computing required; the user may also check and correct the

before reading them in.

is the peak centroid in channels;

is the CL parameter specifying the lower tailing,

is the CH parameter specifying the higher tailing;

is the CW parameter specifying the peak width;

adds the values to the existing shape parameter table,

starts a new shape parameter table.

to minimize the

shape parameters

searches and lists statistically significant peaks; this must be performed be-

fore PEAKADD, PEAKDROP, or FITDO commands.

is the starting channel for the search; if blank, channel 50;

is the termination channel; if blank the last channel;

is the significance limit for listing peaks; if blank, the existing value, initialized

2., is used;

is the signiHcance limit for fitting peaks with FITDO; if blank, the existing value,

initialized 4., is used;

is the average value for the CW parameter; if blank, the average value obtained

from the shape-parameter table is used.

rejects the peaks which do not pass the shape test,

does not reject such peaks.

adds peaks to the list of peaks to be fitted. Use this option to correct the list of

found peaks before peak fitting. The search routine should be executed

(PEAKFIND) before this.

WHAT(I), 1= 1,6 are the approximate channel numbers of the peaks to be added, in any order.

PEAKADD

PEAKDROP drops peaks from the list of found peaks. See comments regarding PEAKADD;

WHA T(I), 1= 1,6 are the channel numbers of the peaks to be dropped.



PEAKLIST

FITTEST

. FITDO

FITS

WHAT(1)

WHAT(3) =O.

= 1.

WHAT(5) = O.

= 1.

Column 1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

X36 -40

FITREPEAT

FITIN

WHAT(1)

WHAT(5) = O.
=1.
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prints thecorrected list of peaks found.

computes and prints the channels limiting the fitting intervals and the peaks in-

cluded for each fit. The fitting is not performed.

performs complete nonlinear fits of peaks found by the search algorithm. Selec-

tion of the fitting intervals and the peaks included in each fit is done automatically

as in FITTEST. The peak search and editing has to be performed before FITDO,

similarily the shape parameters have to be generated or read in before this, as

well as energy and efficiency calibrations, if specified on OPTIONS card.

performs complete nonlinear fits of intervals specified on the following cards. The

computation is the same as performed with FITDO, only complete control over the

selection of the fitting intervals is pos sible. Up to 200 numbers read on the fol-

lowing cards are stored to be used with FITREPEAT, if desired.

is the number of fitting intervals specified on following WHA T(1) cards.

specifies automatic initial guesses,

if the initial guesses are read in for each peak amplitude in FORMAT(8E10.0) after

each card specifying the fitting interval,

adds the results to the existing list of fitted peaks,

starts a new list of fitted peaks.

The FITS card is followed by cards specifying WHA T( 1) intervals in FORMA T( 1615)

as follows:

the number of peaks in the interval, up to six allowed.

the channel defining the lower limit of the interval;

the upper limit of the fitting interval;

thecentroid of the parabolic correction in the background polynomial; if blank,

as signed automatically;

the approximate centroid of the first peak in the interval,

the centroid of the second peak in the interval;

etc., up to the specified number of peaks.

number of peaks.

repeats the cases specified by last FITS card. Only channel numbers read in un-

der FORMAT (16 I 5) were stored, not the special initial guesses. WHAT(5)

has the same meaning as with FITS.

reads in the fitting results on punched cards.

punching results.

is the number of peaks to be read in,

adds the results to the existing list of fitted peaks,

starts a new list of fitted peaks.
FITIN card is followed by WHAT(1) cards each as follows,

The format is the same as used in



ENDO

WHA T(1)

WHA T(2)

WHAT(3)

WHAT(4) f O.

WHAT(5) =O.

= 1.

ENIN

WHAT(1)

WHAT(2)

WHAT(3)

WHAT(5) = O.

=1.

ENFITDO

WHA T(1)

WHAT(2) = o.

= 1.

=2.
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the exact centroid of the peak expre ss ed in channels,

the statistical uncertainty of the centroid.

the exact energy in keV,

the uncertainty in energy in keY.

the photopeak area, from the fitting,

the statistical uncertainty of peak area.

the photopeak intensity,

the uncertainty in peak intensity in per

the photopeak intensity per time unit.

the spectrum number.

cent,

assigns an energy calibration point for the linear interpolation by using a fitted

peak centroidobtainedpreviouslywith FITDO or FITS. The energy determinations

can then be performed by using some of the fittedlines as internal energy stand-

ards. See OPTIONS and RESULT cards.

is the approximate channel location for the calibration line; it has to be correct

within 3 channels, or as specified byWHAT(4).

is the energy in keV,

is the calibration uncertainty in keY.

changes the accuracy tolerance of peak centroid to WHAT(4),

adds the values to the existing energy-calibration table,
.)

starts a new energy- calibration table.

reads in an energy-calibration point to be used in the linear interpolation.

OPTIONS and RESULT cards,

See

is the exact channel location of the calibration line.

is the energy in keV,

is the calibration uncertainty in keV,

adds the values to the existing energy-calibration table,

starts a new energy-calibration table.

performs a polynomial fitto the points generated or read in for the linear inter-

polationwith ENDO or ENIN. The resultingcurve may be used for the subsequent

energy determinations. See OPTIONS and RESULT cards. The calibrationun-

certainties will be the same as specified for the linear interpolatlon.

is the number ofterms in the polynomialfit,thatis, one plusthe degree of the

polynomial. If enough energy-calibrationpointsare available,polynomials up to

8th degree can be used,

specifiesno CRT displayofthe results,

displays on the CRT the nonlinearity of the polynomial and the interpolation table

between the firstand the last calibration points,

displaysthe nonlinearityover thewhole range of the spectrum..

""

Colun1ns Fornlat

2- 9 F8.3

10-14 F5.3

15-23 F9.3

24-29 F6.3

30-40 E11.4

41-46 F6.2

47-57 E11.4

58-63 F6.2

64-74 E11.4

75-80 A6



ENFITIN

WHAT(1)

WHAT(2)

WHAT(3)

WHAT(4)

WHA T(5) = O.
= 1.

EFDO

WHAT(i)

WI-I A T (2)

WHAT(3)
WHAT(5) = O.

= 1.

EFIN

WHAT(1)

WHAT(2)

WHAT(3)

WHAT(5) =O.
= 1.

EFFITDO

WHAT(1)

EFFITIN

WHAT(1)

WHAT(Z)

WHA T(3)

WHAT(4)

WHAT(5) = o.
= 1.
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reads in a coefficientfor the polynomial curve computed before,

is the value of the polynomial coefficient,

the energy in keY for the calibration uncertainty point,

the calibration uncertainty in keV.

the number of the coefficient, that is, one plus the degree of the term. Value

is

is

is

1. starts a new coefficient list,

adds the energy-calibration uncertainty to the existing list,

starts a new energy-calibration uncertainty table.

as signs an efficiency calibration point for the logarithmic interpolation by using a

fitted peak area obtained previously with FITDO or FITS. The intensity determina-

tions can then be performed by using some of the fitted lines as internal intensity

standards. See OPTIONS and RESULT cards.

is the approximate energy of the calibration point; it has to be correct within 3

keVor as specified by WHAT(4).

is the intensity of the peak at the energy WHA T( 1).

is the calibration uncertainty in per cent.

adds the values to the existing efficiency-calibration table,

starts a new efficiency-calibration table.

reads.in an efficiency-calibration point to be used in the logarithmic interpolation.

See OPTIONS and RESULT cards.

is the energy of the calibration point,

is the corresponding efficiency,

is the calibration uncertainty in per cent.

adds the values to the existing efficiency calibration table,
, ,

starts a new efficiency- calibration table.

performs a functional fit to the points generated or rea.d in with EFDO or EFIN.

The resulting curve may be used for the subsequent intensity determinations. See

. OPTIONS and RESULT cards. The calibration uncertainti~s will be the same as

with the logarithmlc interpolation. The function used is of the form
Pz

F =P1 (E + P3 exp(P4 E) ),

where F is the efficiency, Pi' PZ' P3' and P4 are the pa.rameters to be deter-
mined, and E is the energy in keY.

.is the initial guess for parameter Pi; if blank, set to 1000.

reads in a parameter computed before for the functional fit of the above form,

plus a point for the calibration uncertainty.

is the energy for the calibration uncertainty point,

is the value of the parameter,

is the calibration uncertainty in per cent,

is the index of the parameter, that is 1., 2., 3., or 4. ,

adds the calibration uncertainty point to the existing table,

starts a new calibration uncertainty table..
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adjusts the functional form of the efficiency calibration curve by changing the pa-

rameter Pi'
is the ene rgy of the adjustment point,

is the efficiency at that energy,

adjusts the parameter stored in the program,

adjusts the parameter generated or read in with EFFITDO or EFFITIN.

prints the calibration data for the shape, energy, and efficiency determinations.

specifies the shape calibration to be printed,

prints no data,

prints the arrays permanently stored in the program,

prints the arrays generated or read in with SHAPEDO or SHAPEIN.

specifies the energy calibration to be printed,

prints no data,

prints the arrays permanently stored in the program for the linear interpolation,

prints the arrays generated or read in with ENDO or ENIN for the linear interpo-

lation.

prints the coefficients permanently stored for the polynomial curve,

prints the coefficients generated or read in with ENFITDO or ENFITIN for the

polynomial curve.

specifies the efficiency calibration to be printed,

prints no data,

prints the arrays permanently stored for the logarithmic interpolation,

prints the arrays generated or read in with EFDO or EFIN for the logarithmic

inte rpolation,

prints the coefficients permanently stored for the functional efficiency curve,

prints the coefficients generated or read in with EFFITDO or EFFITIN for the

fUnctional curve.

specifies the calibrations and other options for the program; these options should

be specified before the computations, and they can be changed at any time.

specifies the shape calibration option for the fitting,

specifies the arrays permanently stored in the program,

specifies the arrays generated or read in with SHAPEDO or SHAPEIN. This is

the initially specified value.

specifies the energy calibration for the peak fitting,

for no energy determinations, this is the initially specified value.

specifies the linear interpolation stored permanently, .

specifies the linear interpolation generated or read in with ENDO or ENIN,

specifies the polynomial curve permanently stored,

specifies the polynomial curve generated or read in with ENFITDO or ENFITIN.

specifiesthe efficiency calibration for the peak fitting,

for no intensity determinations, this is the initially specified value.

specificsthe logarithmic interpolation permanently stored,

specifil's the logarithmic interpolation generated or read in with EFDO or EFIN,

EFFITADJ

WHAT(i)

WHA T(2)

WHA T(4) = 1.
= 2.

CALDATA

WHAT (i)
= o.
= 1.
= 2.

WHAT(2)
= o.
= 1.
= 2.

= 3.
= 4.

WHAT(3)
= o.

= 1.
= 2.

= 3.
= 4.

OPTIONS

WHAT(i)
= i.
= 2.

WHAT(2)
= o.
= 1.
= 2.
= 3.
= 4.

WHAT(3)
= o.
= 1.
= 2.



=3.
=4.

WHAT(4)

~,o.
WHAT(6)

=o.
= 1.
= 2.

RESULT

WHAT(1)

=o.
f o.

WHAT(2) f O.

WHA T (3) f O.

WHAT(4) =o.
= 1.

WHAT(5)

COMMENTS

RESET

CPTIME

STOP
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specifies the functional curve permanently stored,

specifies the functional curve generated or read in with EFFITDO or EFFITIN.

specifies when, only linear background approximation instead of the parabolic curve

is used. Whenever the fitting interval measured in units of the CW parameter re-

mains smaller than a specified parameter, initially 15, then only linear back-

ground is used.

changes the parameter to WHAT(4).

specifies the display of the fitting results on the CRT. See comments on on-line

runs.

for no display of the fitting results, this is the initially specified value,

for the display with interactive on-line runs with VISTA console,

for the CRT camera pictures with off-line runs.

tabulates the fitting results accumulated, recomputes energies and intensities, if

desired, and computes relative intensities and decay rates.

specifies the reference peak for the relative intensity computations,

specifies the strongest peak as the reference peak,

specifies the peak approximately in channel WHAT(1) as the reference peak.

specifies that the energies should be recomput~dby using the option as specified

by WHA T(2). See OPTIONS card.

specifies that the intensities should be recomputed by using the option as specified

by WHAT (3 ). See OPTIONS card.

for no punching of the results,

for punching one card for each Une fitted; these cards can be read back to SAMPO

for additional energy and intensity computations without repeating the fitting pro-

cedures.

is the counting time for the decay rate computations; if blank, taken to be one

time unit.

reads alphanumeric comments on the following card to be printed with fitting re-

sults and tables. Comments are initially blank.

resets the arrays for peak search and fitting results; this can be used tobreak

up the analysis of very complex spectra into smaller parts.

automatically reset by reading in a new spectrum.

The arrays are

prints the central processor time elapsed in seconds.

terminates the computations and endfiles the disk files used.

On-line usage

At LRL-Berkeley program SAMPO can be run in an interactive fashion by using the VISTA

display system and teletype input and output. With on-line runs most of the input data should,

however, be read on cards and only corrective statements made through the slow teletype input.

'l'h,- ,'twd r~l d~t~\. tlwnH.\ult's frorn the peak-s-t-,arch routines as well as peak fitting, and energy

,'.d ib l'Qth)lHi ~:QUbl~ d is playt1d. Tht' display can also be used in off -line runs to get high- resolution

CR T picturesofthe spectra and the fitting results. For these options see OPTIONS and ENFITDO
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cards, also check the control cards required in Section 6.

keyboard options for on-line runs are listed below.

The specific control cards and VISTA

DAY FILE

IOFILE

WHAT(1) = 2.
= 6.

DATATV

WHAT(2)

WHA T(3)

WHA T(4)

WHA T(5)

displays the current dayfile of SAMPO run on the CRT. Put this card in the be-

ginning of the data input deck for on-line runs; the dayfile is us eful with the auto-

matic recovery procedure described in SAMPO information in Chapter 6; push

red I button to proceed from dayfile.

switches the input between the card reader and the teletype. The input formatting

is identical with both devices, and all the SAMPO control cards listed before can

be read in through the teletype also.

specifies the card input; this is the initially specified value;

specifies the teletype input; following this card up to next IOFILE,

the SAMPO control statements are read through the teletype.

WHAT(1) =2. ,

displays the spectrum on the CRT screen. If the peak search has been done be-

fore DATA TV then the peaks found are also marked in the display.

every WHA T(2) channel is plotted; if blank, every channel;

is the starting channel of the display; if blank, the first channel;

is the termination channel; if blank, the last channel;

channels in ea.ch subdivision; if blank, 500 channels, with an overlap of 100 chan-

nels between subdivisions.

If the interactive mode of on-line run has been specified- -that is OPTIONS, WHA T(6) = 1. --
then the following keyboard options of the VISTA console are available after the spectrum has ap-

peared on the screen following DATA TV statement. The light pen and the latching R buttons are

used; pushing the red I button executes the command specified.

advances to the next frame;

replots the present frame.

displays the channel number at the light-pen hit;

adds a peak to the list of peaks to be fitted at the light-pen hit, this can be used

to edit the list of peaks found;

drops a peak from the list of peaks found closest to the light-pen hit.

changes the background approximation from parabolic to linear;

changes the background approximation from linear to parabolic, as specified on

OPTIONS card.

specifies the fitting interval and approximate peak centroids for the peak fitting.

First specify with the light pen the lower and upper limit of the interval. Then

you can optionally specify all the peaks in the interval or let the code pick up the

peaks found by the search routine in this interval; the latter mode is executed if

no peaks are specified by the light pen.

perfonns the fit of the interval specified by R12345 I commands. The results will

be displayed on the screen, after which the user has the following options available;

accepts the fit and enters the results in the result arrays;

rejects the fit and does not store the results.

R I

R 2 I

R123 5 I

R123 I

R1234 I

R 3 I

R4 I

R12345 I

Rt I

R I

R 2 I



The CRT display of the fitting results

is also available in the automatic mode under

FITDO, and the last two options listed above

can be executed for each fit. The request for

the display of the fitting results must be made

before FITDO by specifying WHAT(6) =1. on

OPTIONS control card. The value WHAT(6)= 2.

on the same card will photograph each fit on

the CRT camera when the program is run off-

line. Please avoid producing large quantities

of film this way.

The energy calibration results may also

be displayed on CR T. The nonlinear parts of

both the linear interpolation scheme (see

OPTIONS) and the polynomial fitting are dis-

played, see Fig. 8. To obtain the display in

ENFITDO set WHAT(2) =1. to get the curves

between the first and the last calibration points

or WHA T(2) = 2. for the graphs over the whole

range of the spectrum. These results may

also be photographed in off-line run; see

comment on OPTIONS above.

5. COMMENTS ON ANALYSIS STRA TEGIES
WITH INPUT EXAMPLES

The large number of internal options

and the flexibility in inputting data enable the

user to run SAMPO in a variety of different

ways. The optimal running strategies depend

on the complexity of the spectral data, the re-

quirements on the accuracy and completeness

of the results, and whether facilities are

available for running the code on-line.

Since the analysis requires a certain

amount of calibration data it is generally rec-

omened that the user try to limit the number

of pulse-height analyzer settings and experi-

mental situations to as few cases as possible,

in order that adequate calibration data can be

Inaintained and be kept readily available. The

shape -calibration data, for instance, can be

fairly easily generated from the spectra to

be analyzed; however, significant savings in

time and effort can be realized if such data
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are already available from earlier computa-

.tions.

The program data input has been designed

so that the user can in principle complete the

analysis of any numbe r of spectra in a single

computer run. For analyzing complex spectra

without the on-line facilities this approach is,

however, not the most efficient one. Because

of limit'ations in the peak-search and peak-fit-

ting routines some peaks are likely to be

mis sed or poorly fitted.

The efficiency of the analysis can in such

cases be improved by performing it in a few

steps. Thus the user may check and possibly

correct the intermediate results. In particular,

since the fitting procedures are the most time-

consuming part of the analysis, one should

make an effort to obtain good fitting results

with a minimum number of recomputations. It

is therefore important to check the correct-

ness of the shape-calibration results and the

performance of the peak-search routines be-

fore the final fitting.

As an example let us consider the com-

plete analysis of the spectrum shown in Fig. 1.

We assume that a plot of the spectrum and the

efficiency calibration of the detector system are

,available; the energy calibration is to be per-

formed by using a few strong lines in the spec-

trum as internal standards. The peak shape

calibration is also going to be done by using

the data in the spectrum to be analyzed. The

complete analysis is performed in three com-

puter runs as explained below.

In the first run the objective is to obtain

peak shape parameters and results from the

peak search routine. For a rough ene rgy cali-

bration the energies of the first and the last

shape-calibration peaks are also given. If

desired one could perform a more complete

energy calibration with all shape-calibration

lines, or leave the more complete energy cali-
brations to later runs, as is done here.



- .
The fitting intervals that will later be selected

by the program can also be listed so that the

user may foresee possible problems that may

;lj'ise whpn the actual fitting is performed in

tlH' second run. The data cards apprupriate

to the first run are given in the first part of

Table III.

We now have obtained standard peak

shapes for the spectrum as well as a list of

peaks found by the search routine and a list of

fitting intervals chosen. For the second run

we have to check the consistency 6f the shape

parameters and select the appropriate cards

from the SHAPEIN cards punched by the pro-

gram; no correction of these cards is neces-

sary in this case. We also need to check the

results of the peak search routine and to edit

the list of peaks to be fitted. We also want to

prepare energy and efficiency calibration data

fOJ'the second run, in which ITwst of the actual

fitting is performed. Appropriate data cards

for the second run are listed under that heading

on the first half of Table III.

The data are now fitted, and may be in-

spected for regions where the analysis may

not be satisfactory. The only obvious diffi-

culties in the fitting were: (a) the small peak

around channel 528 was not properly fitted, be-

cause of the presence of several much more

intense lines in the same interval; (b) from

the fitting of the peak about channel 902 it is

clear that a small component was missed on

the high-energy side of that peak. In the next

run these deficiencies can be easily corrected

through fitting just these regions with FITS
card. These results are then included in the

final tabulation together with the earlier re-

sults.

In the second run the Inore complete en-

ergy calibrations are performed, with the fit-

ting results used as internal standards. The

energies and intensities are recomputed dur-

ing the tabulation (after the fitting), since the
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complete calibration data are not available be-

fore fitting. If it were available, then the en-

ergy and intensity determinations could be done

during the fitting, as is shown in the next run.

We also produce a few polynomial energy cali-

bration curve s to select an appropriate one for

an alternative energy determination in the next

(final) run.

In the third run the regions of data where

satisfactory re sults were not obtained in the

second rUn are refitted. We also read in the

results from the previous run to obtain com-

plete result table s, by using different options

of energy and efficiency calibrations. Since

the peak around channel 902 will be recomputed,

it should be deleted from the cards punched in

the second run that will now be read into

SAMPO for tabulation of the re sults.

A polynomial curve with five terms is

selected to perform energy determinations al-

ternative to the linear interpolation scheme;

similarly, the results from the functional fit

of the efficiency curve are read for an alter-

native intensity determination. The data cards

appropriate for the third run are listed on the

second half of Table III.

The analysis is now complete. The re-

sults with the interpolating calibration proce-

dures are summarized, except for the peaks

around channels 528 and 902, by the cards
read into SAMPO in the third run after FITIN

cards. The complete results with polynomial

energy calibration and functional efficiency

curve were shown in Table II in Section 3.

If on-line facilitie s such as at LRL

Berkeley are available, then the corrections

to peak-search and peak-fitting results can be

made immediately and the analysis can be com-

pleted without corrective reruns. The on-line

facilities have been quite successfully used for

the analysis of spectra more complex than that
177m '.

of Lu. As an example, FIg. 10 shows
176

spectrum of illa resolved multiplet in the
from Ref. 4.



6. SOURCE AND BINARY DECKS

~he Fortran source deck of
SAMP6 is about 3000 cards long. The core

requirements depend partly on the options

used and the length of the spectral and re-

sult arrays. The basic program for 1600

channel spectra. and up to 100 peaks in the

spectrum can be compiled and executed in

ab9ut 28000 (decimal) core locations on a

CDc-6600 machine. The lengtps of these
arrays can be easily modified;. all the

cards that need to be changed in the deck

have been marked for this. .

The source decks and listings for

the basic program required for off-line

running are available from the author at

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berke-

ley. It should be noted, when running the

code on other computers, that different

compilers produce slightly different exe-

cution modes of the program. Because of

this and the differences in word lengths

and similar effects the results may differ.

The discrepancies may be fairly large in

results of iterative calculations, especi-

ally if these results are not very well de-

fined, like the error estimates of various

paJ:'arneters.

The subroutines. required for on-line

runs and computer plotting are generally

not included in the distribution version of

SAMPO decks. These subroutines require

special system ro.utines and hardware

which are generally not compatible be-

tween different systems. These decks,

however, can be sent also, if requested.

The basic program contains some call

statements for these routines. These call

statements have been marked in the deck

and can be deleted or changed to comment

statements.
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Table IIi. Detailed input example for the complete
analysis of 177mLu spectrum. The analysis
consists of three separate runs in which results
of the previous steps are used in the later runs.
The card images also show the input formatting
in detail.

. .



-TABLE mv ~oA
COLUMN

1 1\ 21 31 41 51 61 71
: 1234S618QOl?345~1Hqnl?J4~b7H9017345~78901234~~1RqUl~j4S~78~01234~67~q01234561AqO

COIJEw W-iAl(l) VlHAT(3) I-IHA1 (4),wHI\Tf?)

:: DATA CARnS FOJ-f c;AMPO F"OLl.O'" THE NEXT LINf

WHATfS) ~lti A T ( 6 ) "'JAME

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

COMMENTS

1ST ~UN OF THE ANALYSIS OF G~-E ~PEcT~u~.
. D~TAIN 2.

(;1..FR.O,sx.F~.~'5X,FA.n'5X,Fe.0,5)CtFB.(})
; GE-E LU_177M n-500 KEv 15SU CH ~/?O/66
- O. 19A. f. 607. c, 1::»1)3.

5. 666434. 6. 11ooBA. 7. 105435.
}u. 23092. 11. 12260. 12. -74Y~'
l~. ~901. 16. 4~14. 17. SAh11.
?O. 141481. ?1. 153775. 22. lSQ024.

SnAPE CALl~RATIONS AND PEAK ~EARCH.

COMMENTS - . 1

2ND RUN OF GE~E ANALYSIS. PEAK FIrlING ~TTH ALL CALt8~ATIONS.
D~TAIN 2.
(51.,FR.OtSXtFA.e,SX.fH.O.SX.F8.0ISX.FB.O)
Gf-E LU_171M "-SOO I\EV lSt;UCH 4/70/&6

O. 19R. 1. ~O1. 2. 1703.
S. b66434. 6. )lOoA~. 7. 105435.

3. 31ti9.

H. J0?S!::»2.

13. S4~3.
IH. 110114.
23. 16C;O~3.

89.1'53H.

M4.1~4:1.
Ab.lc;4H.

.7'5. 1 5 3q .

.'1.)544.
. ~?1!=J49.

1.

] .

3. 11es9.

t'(.lO25!::»2.

MORE 5P~CTk~L OA1A CARUS

-1545.
OP r IONS
SHAPEJN
SHAPEJN
SHAPE-TN
SHAPE IN

SHAPE TN
SHAPE"TN
SHAPf..TN
SH.A'-'FTN

71.1546, ~3.]~47.
2. 2. 2.
?41~E+02 3.198£+00 2.809[+01 2.~41E+~Ul.
3,281£+02 3.9A7f.+UO 3.00Af+Ol 2.0~2f+Oo
4.205E+02 3.844E+00 3.3R2EtOl ?.12QE+OU
1.01~E+02 3.9J6f+OO 6.05?f+O\ 2.2~hE+Ou
7,811E+02 3.fl84F+uO7.t~SE.Ol'- 2.3J4E+OU
].074f+U3-].lQHE+UO 1.J96f+Ol 2.4~)E40~
1.?fI~F.03 ~.HR9f.uO 9.l1?E+OO- 2.~tl9E+OO
\ .44~F.U3 3.147f +un ft.9r;~l.()f) 2.7u1-E+OO

Bb.lS4R.

4. 19797.
q. 5121h.
14. 4099.
19, 156013.
?4. 16Hlb3.

b) .
HO.
110.

) .

1 .

4.
q.

19797.
51216. -

ijZ.1549. eo.

]550

rH':-E 1ST
11~-E )5T
(;f:.-E 1ST

Gt.-E ) ST
C;t:,-E 1ST
f;f.-E 1ST
rH':-E 1ST
GE-E )ST
r,E.-E 1Sf
Gf:.-E J ST
Af -E ) 5T

1550

r,E..E ('t.,fp
Gl-E
Gl-E
G~-E
r,~.-E

!';E-E

I1E-E
c;t:.-l

r,E-E

MJHE SPt.C1RAL nATA CAHOS

153;. 7).151(,. 64.1;37.
1541). 1n.1541. YH.,S42.

I 14. 11.146. f:il.l41.

OPTIoNS 2. 2.
SHAPf:nU 24t!. 2?9. 754.
ENlJq 7.42. IO.31 I .
SHAPf.:OO ]7.A. 31b, 339.
SHAPE-nO 47U. 4n9. 432-
SHAPEno 702. bHf-'. 713.
SHAPFno -7R1. 7hR. 7Q4.
SHAPEno 1014. 1059. 108a.
SHAPEno l?b4. 1?47. 1217.
SHAJ..IFnO 1443. 143f.1. 1456.
E"'lJo 1443. 4?.2q I.&;
CLnATA 2. ?
PfAKFtNn 70U.

. Fl TTfc;T

STOP



rll73L E TIL

~D J3

(ol1f,nueJ

-r,t:.-E.-
AE.-E
GE-E
GE.-E
r;e.-E
(jE:.-~

r,~-~
r,F.-E
C;f.-E
C;E.-f

GE:-E -

r,~-f
AE-E
AE-E
t;E.-E

r,E-E
GE-E
~E-E
GE.f
c;E-E

GE-£
f.;E-E
Gf£-E

r;E-E.
t;t.-E

r;e:-E
AE-E
r,E-E

BE-E ?"IO

. "

E il N---- - 2 4-j-IfI-- '-]"05-:3 r- -..--- -1-
--..-.-----.,- -

EN1I 1442." 42h.?q .1
.fF1N 70. 6.3H F.- ij 35 . 1.
[FIN HU. S.tI) f-U3').
FFIN 90. 4.Q4 F-U3.
E f 1"J 100. 4 .) ? f -(13".
Ef IN J?(J. ?A 7 F -U.3.
[FIN 15G. 1 .73 f-U3t;.
EFIN (}O. A.k4 £:-045.
EFIN 25u. 5.23 F'-U45o
EFI 30U. 3.42 F-U4S.
EFIN 350. 2.3 f-U4S.
EFIN 400. 1.77 f-l'4S.

.EFIN 45lh 1.34 F-U4S.
[FIN 500. 1.0e; F-U45.
CALOATA 7.. 2. 2.
Pf AKF I NO, 20(j.
PEAKAOD 2HS. 392. H30. Q37, 943.
PEAKAno 967. 1050. 1411. 14t14. }«;01.
PEAt\OROp R-)b. 940.
PFAKLTST
FITnO
E"'OO Z42. 10.31 0.1 I.
ENDO 32th lZH.50 0.1
ENIiO 4;?O. 153.Z9 0.1
E"'IJO 6?b. 2(18.34 0.1
ENfJO 102. ?2H.44 n.l
F.:"/I)0 1Al. 749.65 U.1
ENnn 99]. 3lrt.;.52 (J.1
[NUO 1°74. 31'7./''' 0.1
(NUO 12b4. 37H.1 n. 1
E"'/H)' 1443. Itc".?9 n.1
CALOATA ?
RFSOLT 24c' ?- ?, ).
ENFITnO 3.
ENFTTnO 40
ENFllnO 5.
ff\lFTTOO 6.
Ef\lFlTnO 7.
5 'TtJP



~:llte:Le 1Ir
~~+I hueJ

f

-=?we
COMMEMT5
3HU HIJN OF GE-r ANALYSIS. CO~HECTEDFITS ANU FINAL TABULATIONOF ~lSULT5.
D/dAIN 2.
(~~,FA,O.5X,F8,n,5X,FA,O'5X.F~.O,5X.Fb.O)
Gf-E LV-177M ~-~OO KEV )5~U'CH4/20/&6

O. 19Q. 1. 607. 2. 1?O3.
5. ~bA434. 6. 1100HH. 7. 105435.

Jr;r;o

3,. 31t:t9.

H.. 102r;5?
19797.
5121".

4.
9.

M~HE ~PtCIRAL ~ATA CARDS

1545. 71.1~46. 83.1~47. 8b.154H.. ~2.1549. Ah.
OPlIONS 2. ?. ? GE-E 3QO
SHAP[tN 2.41AE+02 3.79aF.+OO 2.809[+01 2'\141£+OU)' GE-E
SHAPE1,.., 3.2P.lft02 3.9R7E+OU 3.00AE+Ol 2.U',I2E+Ou Cil:-E
SHAPfTN 4.20~~+O2 1.A44F+OO 3.3A7~+Ul 7.J~~f+OV Gt-E
SHAPfTN 7.01~F+02 3.9JbF+UU 6.U5?E+Ol 2.cd~f'OU r,t-E
5HAPFTN 7.HI1F+02 ~.bA4F+UO 7.1~5E+Ol 2.3J4f'Ou r,t-E
SHAPt;TN 1.014E+u3 3.7QSF'OO ).JQF,F.'Ul2.4'}IE'OU (';E-f.
SHAPFTN l'~6r;E+033.AA9F'UO 9.23?l+OO 2.~bQF+OO GE-E
SHA~~T~ 1.443f+03 J.747f+OO b.95Sf+OO 2.70IE'O~ Gl-E
ENIN 241.84 IO~.31 .1 I. GE-E
FP-I}N 3?H.(H~ 128.,0 .1 ~E.-E
fN.'" 4?O.4F, 15J.?Q el CH:.-f
ENIN 626'3fCt 2M~.J4 .1 (;E.-E
ENI". 701.fJIi 27H.44 .1 C1t-E
fl\jII\J 7R.l'l? i?4Y.6~ e\ r,i:-E
f N I r'J Q 9 (I .Hh ] 0, .,? .I r,t::.-E
FN I ~I II) 7 4 .1h '3r 7 .fth .1 r,t::.-E
FNlr,J 17h4.10 3111.'i1 .] At:-f
fN11\J 144~.",~ 4?6.?4 .1 r,(:-t
fF IN 71). 6.31:i E-U3C;. I. C;E.-E.
F.F IN Hn. 15.91 f-U3C;. r,E-E
EF1'" 90. 4.94 ~-U3C;. r,f:...E
EFIN 100. 4.12 F-035. c;E-E
EF IN 120. c.H7 F-u35. r,E-E
Ef iN 15U. 1.73 F..035. C;E"E
Ef IN 200. A.k4 f-U45. r,E-E
f~ IN 250. 5.23 E-U45. GE.-E
Ef I'" 30G. 3.42 F-045. GE.-E
fFlN 35U. '2.39 F-U45. r,E.-E
EFIN 400. 1.77 F-U45. r,E.-E
EFIN 45th 1.)4 [-045. CH:.-E
f FIN 500. 1. 05 F- 04S. (;t -E
CALUATA?'. 2. ?
FIIIN 4A' 1.

?41.A14 .OUI luS.30M .100 2.07Ql~+Ob .17 ~,5~14E+n~ 5.00 S.~QI4F.OHGE-E
?711.IIQ .UlI? Il2.'H3 .IOU 3.27nHf+06 .el 1.uIOIE+lIQ 5.01 I.OIO}F+Ol.iGE'-E
?1~l.SHI .luH 115.995 .104 1.9Y33~+04 3.tlO2.b03HE+o7 b.282.60J8f.u7Gf-f
?A~.hQ9 .394 117.311 .14b'2.1Hb9~+U4 1~.lA 1.l9~4E+06 lS.9M 1.7924F.U6CiE-F
3 II ? .If 4 ~ .n0 H I id .~0" .I Ill' 7. 8J h Q E. . U~ .::Jh 2.MI 4 2 E + 0 R 5 .03 ". H 1 4 2 E'. 0 ~ GF-f
3?H.OA4 .OU4 Ji8.49H .100 J.7935E+Oh .tH 7.e9"4E+08 5.UO 7.~9M4f.08GE-E
'3 C;t-\ .7 4 5 .0 ()8 1 ::tb .12" .. 11. U 1.4 3 A2 E.+ 0 5 .. J ~ (,. 13 7 5 E . 0 7 5 .0 1 6. 13 7sr. 0 1Gf -F..

397.390 .034 145.151 .lnu 7.766fCt£+04 1.J~ 4.cO~4t.07 5.1~ 4.2nb4E+01GE-E
3'H.b3().006 147.163 .II1U 2.94?1:if+05 .«+) 1.b2A9E+08 5,02 1.b2M9~'08GE-E
'+l?o.45A .1)(;5 1!;J3.2e9 .]ltU }.301?E.+U(, .c37.'7)19£+08 5.011,':I}19f.+oBGE-E
~44.h5A '044 1~9.160 .in1 3.59~BE+04 1.Dh 2.4n~YE+n7 5.33 ?40':l9t+07GE-E
477.h6n .32h 1~H.583 .)13 9.9914E+03 4.U4 1.~BSSE+nA 10.33 7.SaS5E+06GE-E
4H9.7A~ .013 111.R24 .10u 2.RIA~E+05 ,~o 2,t310E+n~ ~.O2 2.?170r+08GE-E
4~9.2RH .007 114.366 .}OO 7.0798E+05 _c1 5_~149~+OA 5.01 5.AI49F+OBGf-f
~OH.97A .011 I/b.9~6 .Iou 1.8]PhE+O~ .bH 1.~Sb2E.OR 5.0~ l.sr;b2F+OHGF-f
~7H.391 .0(;4 1',15.516 .tou 3.586nE+04 1.11 3.~475E+u1 5.14 3.R415E+07GE.E
~I'I.41Q 'nl~ ?u4.n7H 'loU S'2~53E~o5 .~? ~.~340E+OH 5'03 6.?140F+o8Rf-E
h?h.35H .nll\ ?ufh]]Y .I 'll) 7'1b?9f+06 .~? 2"IH4[+o9 ~.OO 2.7IH4f'o9GE-F
"p.1../..014 . n (I7 ? J ~.. 4 IIC, . , IIU ? 1Y? I f +0'" . '+7 ? Y? f)."E '(I H 5 . O? ? 4 ? n 5 F +0 8 GE-F.
"f.?Hp; '(JuH ?lH'o7? '111U I.O~9F-4f+O&; '(1 1'~244E+OH ~')OIOb ).5?49F+1j8r,E-f
'UI.h4, 'l1l1l ?cH.43Y dOli 1.0b7QE+Oh 'c~ Ieb51hE+09 ~.OI J.flt;16F+n~r;f.-f
7ll.HI? '''lll c.:JJ.Hi:') .Inu ).C,2Qlf'tI';t .b/l i::'.ItY~nE:..nH 5.0" ?49HOF+OHGE.f
Itq '11Q 'U1I3 ?,...,..h5n 'Illu 1.4ZH]f .'I~ -.is1 cdC?ot+UA ~.Ol ?,7?Z,)F.OEiGf-F
h~II'-'?~ '411{ ?oc.H6, ')41 r.'09Jn+U~ 14':'? 4.4497f+/Jn 1".Jh 4.49~.ff+UbGE-E
h~"""J?1 .rc7 ?b4'0A~ 'It' 3.~9A3f.1.I3 .,.~~ H...,..QL'~+1J6 ~.OY R.4h"llF+ObGF-f
t->.,?HQO .c113 ;?bH.76H 'lllll h.b)4,f+1I4 .:'31.447If..()H t;.031.4Q71F'OMGf-E
q l H . If 71.} . (I'" 3 7 ~ 1 .!i f, 7 . 1 /I 3 Ie 74 1 A f . ()4 3 . ~ :i It. 7h ~ 7t + Ii 7 6 . 3 hit.. 7 f,~ 7 F.:"+ 07 G E - f

lJ..?]FtQ .l~( ?':i2.hn3 .lll~ 1.31&;.'£+04 fJi3.fYhbE+o7 &.92 3.79b6f.01GE-E:
Y~b.H?Q .n14 ?Y6.4S~ .lno 7.~33SE+04 '.~4 ?1110E+OH 5.03 2.1710f+OHr,E-f
Yhh.S~~ .02/'4 2':19.n54 .llIn 2.44!;?~,.O4 1.uM 7.uI.J73f.+07 ;.17. .7.0Q13F+07GE-E
I.lQ,!.H5'i .023 J(}~.'5!9. .Jno C',.sa44f.u4, .'31,31.b'A3Rf+P7 ""r..oqT.f'Rj~F"07GE-F
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,r

4"',.,.5H .nlt4 2'1.f)54 .IIIU 2.44II:..U" 1. U" r. V'7 , I. or" , ."r. ,." '... u' -- -

qr!.H5 .n2:3 3{}.'5!9 . J no 2" '3 4 4 F + U4, ''''37.t1AJHE'''P1 '"'tioq-'T.,.'-.H'F.o"GE-r

)',71.740 .n3H 313c:7?1 . 101 \.6737f+U4 I."? !;.'t3113E+n7 !>.211 5.4JU3F'+01GE-E

-rf1fLE III 1041'''19 .(112 311:1.011 .IOu 1.3274E:.1I ...0 4.1t772E+()H 5.02 4.411?r.OSr,E-f

1.,L,fI.IR7 .n49 .1, 1.2 .1111 1 .!)1J11f .04 I . b II ;. 11 n ) E:... 07 ;.2 S.}701+07GE-f

.'CONt-,'n u ed
1014.1hl .nJU 121.bMrI .lflu ??1'20E+O,", .3Y 1.'3Y6E+()H 5.U?' 1.91Y6F'+OHGE-f
1 J uy .34ft .14M 331.n!=.n .1oH 9.7110f+0? 4 . (I :-.'f 2 2 2 E ..0 7.0n 3.1::»22F'+06r,E-f
1)?h.S9 .h13 3'+1.61:\4 .lou 1.911f+04 .,.9 1.!::JH7E+f)7 5.0? 7.1r"07GE-f

li??1.}9C; . (I(j£ ]b7.433 .1110 2.B6hf"('4 .b:t 1.3315E+OH 5.04 ) .3375f+08GE-f
)?4.b9Q .n1? 17A.51C1 .'}OU 7.54AE.O .,+h 1.'-1IBE+09 C;.O? 1.?718F'+09GE..f
l?AY.Of,l .oS1 lti5.051 .101 ?617f'E+04 ) . ) 1.JRH3E+OR 5.35 1.3AH3F'+08GE-E
]3Y5..Jl .nI4 4 13 . fI3" .Jnu 1.?2h?E+O ..!)1 7.49HBE+OH .O3 7.49HBF.+OBGf-E

)4)3.489 .012 41f'.45H .]UU ]. 46AQE'. 05 .,+h 9.l324E+UA 5.0? 9.2l24+OijGE..E
14'+?b" .('.3b 4t!6.291 .lnu 3.U1]1E.+O] ).fI 2.011,7£'+01 5..33 ?.Olb1E+01Gf-E

14h".Or:; .4b7 4J2.71 .lhO 5.011Rf+O? l.vO 3.41nQE+ijh 15.Ml 3.4109F+06GE-F
141u.44 .,.94 4;j3.1:\-' .1"b 4.B2?3f+0? p.,.ltH l.3011E+o" Ib.27 3.3nllF'+ObGF-E
14(1.7.1 . '..u9 4jb.J .1U ].443E.U7 l;:.uH I.J(H,+f+Ob 13.07 ?.3Q14F'+06r,E-E

lQ...4;1 .7 440.1Yh .14 ."5H9\f..()? )).oR ?4rbr:+(lfl 17.'1 2.5426F'+C1bGE-F
l,:-nl.."l? .4H? 4,.?0(H.. .1f14 ?Bc;?F+02 13.1) ? . t; 4tit:.(I 14.03 ?.0648E+06GE-f

F' 1 I ':' 2.
1 :;:JO 3 ?H
? R3 Y?2 9Ci? "'In

':" Rf SUL 1 24 i?.. ? ?.
Ef\lr-ITTN 4.uI972+01 10(1. . 1 1. 1. Gf;.-E
f"'F- 1 T TN 2.b95;:'7-01 70U.. . 1 (I. GE.-E

E NF 1 T TN -1.9 l Ii '5-0 7 31HI. .. l . AE-F

Er-...r- I TJ"" -3.1317-U9 40ft. . 1 4. r,E"E

E NF I T JN 1.12';44-12 50CJ.. .1 r;. f;E-E
EFfITTN l11U. i?A] 11 +112 5. 1 .. 1. GE-E
FFf-Il'N 200.. -?.3A6 +00 S. fl. r,F"E

FFFltTN 30u. -1-.2!;]-lj3 S. . GE.-E
EFFtTtN SOli. -6.31) -02 5. 4. GE...E
CAlIMJA 4. 4.
RfULT 247. 4. 4.
S"JIIP
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Berkeley SAMPQ Library

At LRL Berkeley allBAMPO options

are available in a special program library

stored on a data cell that is directly ac-

cessible to the CDC-6600computers. The

SAMPO library contains .binary and source

decks of sections of the code; these sec-

tions correspond to different choices of

input and output devices. The user needs

to load only the sections that he is going

to use and thus economize on field length

requirements. By using the data cell

library the program can be very conven-

iently loaded and executed without handling

tapes or long source decks. Instructions

for using SAMPO libraryare alsoon the

data cell, and can be ohtained by executing

LIBCOPY (SAMPO, OUTPUT, INFORM).
\

Table IV shows this information at present.

Notice the date on the first line and be sure

to have the latest information.
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Table IV. Information on the SAM PO library which is. stored on
the data cell of CDC-6600 computers of LRL 'Berkeley. This
gives the syste~ control cards for loading and executing dif-
ferent progranioptions. The user should obtain the latest
version of this information from the data cell as instructed
below.

INFORMATION OF SAMPO LIBRARY, LAST CHANGED QN DECE~BER 21, lq69.

SA~PO is A FORTRAN PROGRA~WRITTEN TO PERFORM THE ANALYSISDEseRIREO BY
J. T. ROUTTI AN~ S. G. PRUSS IN IN PHOTOPEAK ~ETHOO FOR THE CO~PUTER ANALYSIS
OF GAMMA-RAY SPECTRA FROM SEMICONoueTOR DETECTORS, PUBLISHED ,IN NUCLEAR
INSTRUMENTS AND ~ETHons, VOL. 12, PP. 125-142, JULY 1969, Ar.Jn ALSO IN
IICRL-11672, DEce"'aER 1968. THf: USER IS AOVISEO TO CONSULT EITHER ONE OF
THESE REPORTS ~np THE EXPLANATION OF THE ~ETHODS.

THE PROGRA~ CAN BF USED FOR AUTOMATIC OFF-lINE DATA REDUCTION RUNS OR
FOR AN INTERACTIVE ON-LINE ANALYSIS WITH CRT VISTA AND TELETYPE I~PUT
AND OUTPl/T. THE WRIT!:I!PWHICH !:XPLAINS THESE IJPTlONS AND THE DATA INPUT
CAlli 8E (1~T AI NEil FPOM THE aUTHOR, Jnp,..~ROUTTI, LRL-~ERKElEY,EXTENSION,,)9'B.

SAMPO lIRRARY ON nATA C~lL CONTAINS RINAPY AND SOURCE nECKS OF SfCTIONS
IlF THF. PRnr;RA~. AS WEll A5 A SI\"'PLF INPUT A"IO OUTPUT. THE SUI\SETS IN SAMPO
LIRRARY ARE llSTfO RfLOW, ~ftME5 RE~INNING WITH R REFER TO ~U~F COp.tPILEn
PROGRAM SFrTIPNS WILF NAMF.S RFGINNINGWIT~ S ARE THE COPREspnNnt~G SOURCE DECKS.

INFORM =THIS INFORMATION OF SAp.tPP llRRARY
INEX =SAMPLE DATA INPUT OECK
OUTEX =SA~PL~ OUTPUT lISTI~G
RSAMPO,SSAMPO=MAIN ppnGRA'" F0R liP TO 1600 -CHANNELS AIII('I 100 PEAK5
RSAMPOl =MAIN PROGRAM ~OR UP T~ 4100 CHANNELS A~O 200 PF.~KS

. RCC,sce =CAL COMP OPTIONS FOR SPF(TRA AND PFAK Sf ARCH
RT~,STV =CRT VISTA OPTIONS FOA PUNNING ON-liNE
qOT,SDT =DATA TAPE READER FOR NICKEY lITTLE
ROT1,SOTI =DATA TAPE READER FCR HOLlANOR GROUP
RDT2,SOT2 =OATA TAPE READER Fn~ JERRY WILHFLMY
RDT3,SDT3 =OATA TAPE READER FOR DON lERECK
ROT4,SOT4 =OATA TAPE READER FOD SOMEROOY ELSE, PLEASE SHOW UP
R9T5,50T5 :OATA TAPE READER FOQ SH~STA BCD TAPES
I\OT6,SOT6 =DATA TAPE AEAnER FOR ESKQlA 1.13.196q
ROT7,SOT7 =QAT~ TAPE REAOE~ FOP. ASCON READER

Fl=66000
Fl=74000
FL= 6000
FL=ll000
I=L= 7500
~L= 2500
F'L= 20;00
FL= 2500
FL= 2500
Fl= 2500
FL= 2500
FL" 20;00

OCTAL
OCTAL
Of.TAL
nCTAl
OfTAL
OCTAL
OCTAL
OCTAL
OCTAL
OCTAL
Oc TAL
OCTAL

THE SOURCF. AND COMPILER LISTINGS CAN AE EASILY OQTAINED AY RUIIINING THE JOR,

SAMPO,7,100,5000C.309302,Jn.RMA ROUTTI
lIBCOPY(SAMPO,OUTPUT,INFORM)
LIBCOPYCSAMPn,OUTPUT,SCC,SOT21

lIB(OPY(SAMP0,PUNCH,SCC,SIlT21
lIBCOPY(SA~PO,INP,SCC,SOT21
REWIND(INP}
R UNF ( S , , , I NP )

l[RCOPY(SA~PO,OUTPUT,IN~X,OUTEX)
6/7fB/q

TO GET UPDATED VERSION OF SAMPO LIBRARY
TO GET Sf.'IJRCE LI STJ NGS O~ !iCe ANO SOT2
TO GET PI'NCHr:OOECK5 OF sec ANDC;OT2
TO GET CO~P[lEO LISTI~GS OF 5rC ANO SOT2
CORPESPO~OING TO BCe 4NO BDT7YOU NEE~
T~~SE THREE' CARDS.

FQR LISTING QF' SA~PLE INPUT ANn OUTPUT
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THE USE OF PRECOMPILED SUASET ALLOWS THE USER TO EXECUTE A PUN WITHOUT
HANDLING SOURCE OE<:KS OR lIAP.A~V TAPES. ONLY THE nPTtON~ ACTUALLY USED NF.ED
TO BE LOADED. SO FnR TN~TANCE Tn RUN A JOR WITH CAQn I~PUT AND CAL COMP

OUTPUT OJ: SPECTP~ U-;E THE FOllOWt~r, Cf1NTRnL CARDS.

"AMPn, 10,?OO, 14000. 309107,JORMA
ll~CnpY(SAMPn,BtN,BSAMPO,~CC)
lOnE(I:=BIN,(1,:u~g~Tfnt
X~Q.
F)(IT.
()~P.

7/8/q
c;AMPO INPUT DATA

6/7/8/9

ROUTT'

COMPLETF. LIST'OF CONTROL CARns FOR RUNNING SAMPQ AT lRL-~ERRELY IS GIVEN ~ELOW.
USER HAS TO SELECT ~Rn~ THESE CAR~S THE CARDS REQUIRED FO~ HIS PAPTICULAR RUN.

SAMPO,10,lOO,~IElO.30q302.QOUTTI

TTY(lOOO,JR)
lIACOPY(SA~pn,BIN.BSA~PO)
LIBCOPY(SA~PO.R.INtRSAMPO,BCC)
lt~COPY{S~MPO,BIN,ASA~PO.RTV,~OT)
lrRCOPY(SAMPO,AIN,A~A~PO.
l TBCriPY(Tt IRP ,RP~,ATAPf.)
RUNF ( S , . , , f Rn I JT , At N )
Rf:WINO(EROUTJ
COPYBF(EROUT ,OlJT'PUT)
REQIJEST Tl\n(:5. I~Ptn TAPE GAMMA
DENSITY T6PE'5.c;.
REWINO(TAr>F5 )
P~OUEST FtL~. CRT VISTA 42
tnOF( l=",..."O=tJNShTEO)
XEQ.
FXIT.
OMP.
QEwINn( INPUT)
CnpV~R (t "'JPfJT. NULl )
SFL(FtElO)
LODE( I=BfN,O=UNSATfOJ
XEQ.
FXIT.
n~p.
eXIT.
fREOIT.
r:TN.
IINLOA[)( TAn pj )
QETlJRN(TAPf')

QFWINfHTJ\P(14) ,

rOPYC F (T Atl Etit t PtI~ICH J

PFWIND(TAn~1)

CIlPYRF fTI1PE7,nUTPtlT)
11A/CJ

T I\PE R fAn t Nr. <;URPOtJ T '''Ir;

( llNStJlT THF AllTynR AAnUT f;ETTr~(; O"JE
1/A/9

n.f1TA CAfHl$ ~r:Q c;AMPO INPUT
A/118/q

,- ,--

REPLACE WfTH YOUR JOB CARO,
SET FIElO lENGTH f)EPENOINGON StJRSFT5
ONLY fOP ON-LINE QUNS WITH TELETYPE
FOR OF-LINE RUNS WITH eARO INPUT ONLY. OR
F0R RUNS WTTH(Al CO~P PLOTTING. OP
,t=o~ CRT RUN S W tT H MAG N. TAP E [ N PUT tOR

AND ANV OTHER OPTIONS "~Sr~ED)
IF YOU HAVE YOUR TAPF R~AOER TN TLIRA
IF YOU COMPilE YOUR OWN TAPE REAOEP
I~ LtSTING nF COMPTlATION OF TAPE
READER OEc;tREn
ONLY If SPECT~A ON MAr,NETIC TAPE
SPF.ct~IES DEN~tTY nF OAT~ TAPE
ONLY IF NEt:f)EO
ONLY FhR nN-lINERUN~ WITH VISTA
LOADS SU8SETS cnPIED ANn rnMPllFO
EXEtUTES THE PROGRA~
HOPEFULLY NnRMAlLv
~OPEF"LlY NOT
ONLY FOR ON-LINr:
~UNS WITH VISTA
FOR REr.OVEQIN~ ~POM
dRITHMETtr: ~NO
TNPUT EPfH1P<;

REPEAT
liP
T[I
T HR f E

t
~
~
1-

f,
.,

$ TIt.4ES
nWN TAPE REAOEQ(lNLY IF YOU COMPILE YOUR

EOITS THE FnRTPAN ERR~P~
TERMINATIONPPOCEnURf<;
nNt Y IF Tl\PF" WAS REfJ'JESTF-O
ONLY IF T"OF') WAS REOtJFSTEO
ONLV IF PUNCH OUTPUT OESIRt:n
ONLY IF PUNCH OUTPUT I1E5rpi:rt
ONLY IF nUPf.'CATE REC:;UlTTARLES DESIRED
ONLY IF fJIJPLtCAT!:PFSIJl T TA~lFS '1E'5IQ~O
t:NI1 OF REcnpn
ONLY IF N~~DEn FOP cnMPIlATTDN
ONLY IF ynu no NOT H~VE ONF ALREAOV
ONLY JF ThOr Q~l\nER IN THi: DECK
Cf'f\J<;Ul.T TH~ W~ITr::IJP

ENrJ nF FILE
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LEGAL NOTICE

This repott was prepared as an accoun t of Governmel1 t sponsored work.
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor ahy person ~cting on
behalf of the Commission:

A. Ma.kesanyWarr'anty at fepfesehtatidl1,expressecl'orimplied,with
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa-
tion contained in..this report, Gf that the use of a.ny inforrnation,
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may hot in-
fringe privately owhed rights; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to .the use of, or for damages
resulting [rotn the use Qf any infbtma tion, apparatUs, method, or
process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of tHe C:ommission'i
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission,or employee of
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the
Commission, ot en1ployee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, ot pro~
vides access to, any information pursuant to hIs employrnent or contract
With the Conlrhissi6h, or his employment With sUdh contractbti


